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This ARCHAEOLOGY NOTES catalogue is comprehensive to date, and includes the following report types:

- SURVEYS: ALL Survey reports are currently RESTRICTED.*
- MONITORING
- TESTING
- DATA RECOVERY PLANS
- EXCAVATIONS/DATA RECOVERY
- OAS/internal (non-circulating reports & procedural manuals: AN 24a–24e, 25, 76, 117, 153, 168, 240)
- ... and a (very) few Preliminary Reports

* Certain NON-SURVEY reports are also RESTRICTED
NOTE NUMBER: 1
Author: Geister, Scott
Title: Archaeological Survey of Fifteen Abandoned Mine Sites in the Tijeras and Placitas Mining Districts, Bernalillo and Sandoval Counties
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Bernalillo, Sandoval
LA number(s): 78237, 78238, 78239, 78240, 78241, 78242, 78243, 78244, 78245, 78246, 78247, 78248, 78249, 78651, 78820
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Sandia
No. of pages: 53
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Some mine features of historical importance to be avoided.

NOTE NUMBER: 2
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Caprock Survey, Chaves County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 79019, 79020, 79021
Project number: 41.494
Project name: Caprock Survey
No. of pages: 26
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three sites and seven isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 3
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Testing Results and Data Recovery Plan for Sites in the Mogollon Highlands, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: Testing, data recovery plan
County: Catron
LA number(s): 3563, 37917, 37918, 37919, 39975, 39979, 43785, 43786, 43788, 70188, 70189, 70190, 70191, 70192, 70196, 70200, 70201, 70202, 70203, 75791, 75792, 78439
Project number: 41.453
Project name: Luna Data Recovery
No. of pages: 128
Subject: Testing of 21 Middle Archaic to Tularosa sites; 12 recommended for data recovery.

NOTE NUMBER: 4
Author: Willmer, Adisa J., and Laurie G. Evans
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Silver King Mine, the Lion Mines, and Other Mining Claims near Bayard, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 79075, 79076, 79077, 79078, 79079, 79080, 79081, 79082, 79083, 79084, 79085, 104554
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Lordsburg Mines
No. of pages: 43
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six mine sites dating to early to mid-1900s.

NOTE NUMBER: 5
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey along State Road 502 near San Ildefonso, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.444
Project name: TCP 502
No. of pages: 14
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No cultural resources.

NOTE NUMBER: 6
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: The Wilson Homestead: An Early Twentieth-Century Site on the Canadian River, Quay County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1985
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: Testing
County: Quay
LA number(s): 52268
Project number: 41.376
Project name: Canadian River
No. of pages: 62
Subject: A twentieth-century homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 7
Author: Willmer, Adisa J., and Laurie G. Evans
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Waldo Mine and Other Mine Areas in the Virginia Subdistrict of the Lordsburg Mining District, Hidalgo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Hidalgo
LA number(s): 68966, 79327, 79328, 79329, 79330, 79331
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Lordsburg Mines
No. of pages: 43
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six mine sites dating to early to mid-1900s.
NOTE NUMBER: 8
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: Archaeological Survey of SR 279 between Bibo and Seboyeta, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 79899, 79900
Project number: 41.493
Project name: Seboyeta
No. of pages: 14
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Pueblo II–III site and historic site to be avoided.

NOTE NUMBER: 9
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: Archaeological Survey of State Road 32 near Apache Creek, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): LA 79902
Project number: 41.493
Project name: Apache Creek
No. of pages: 13
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Apache Creek-phase pueblo to be avoided.

NOTE NUMBER: 10
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: Archaeological Survey of State Road 134 near Washington Pass, San Juan County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 79901
Project number: 41.493
Project name: Washington Pass
No. of pages: 14
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Historic Navajo hogan to be avoided.

NOTE NUMBER: 11
Author: Willmer, Adisa J., and Neal W. Ackerly
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Three Historic Sites at Newman, Otero County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and intensive recording program
County: Otero
LA number(s): 70125, 70126, 70127
Project number: 41.452
Project name: Newman
No. of pages: 45
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three Euroamerican scatters, one (LA 70127) earlier than 1950.

NOTE NUMBER: 12
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Mine near La Posada, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 71725
Project number: 41.464
Project name: La Posada
No. of pages: 16
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of adit discovered after 1989 survey.

NOTE NUMBER: 13
Author: Voegelin, Mimi B.
Title: Juan José Prada House: A Private Residence at 519 Canyon Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1986
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: None
Project name: José Prada House
No. of pages: 32
Subject: A mid-nineteenth-century residence.

NOTE NUMBER: 14
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Two Gravel Pits and Haul Roads near San Ildefonso Pueblo, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 80654, 80655, 80656
Project number: 41.444
Project name: SR 502 Gravel Pits
No. of pages: 26
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two gravel pits and a haul road.

NOTE NUMBER: 15
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Construction Maintenance Easement along State Road 502 near Totavi, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
NOTE NUMBER: 16
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Copper, Calcite, and Tungsten Mines in the Picuris Mountains, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 81413, 81414, 81415, 81416, 81417, 81418, 81419, 81420
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Picuris
No. of pages: 44
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six mine areas, 52 mine features recorded.

NOTE NUMBER: 17
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Survey, Testing, and Data Recovery for Cultural Resources near San Juan Pueblo, Rio Arriba County
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED], testing, data recovery plan
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 60, 76778
Project number: 41.486
Project name: San Juan/Yunque
No. of pages: 111
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of 8–10 miles, testing at LA 60.

NOTE NUMBER: 18
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Archaeological Testing of a Twentieth-Century Site at Rodeo, Hidalgo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: Testing
County: Hidalgo
LA number(s): 67962
Project number: 41.450
Project name: Rodeo
No. of pages: 25
Subject: No further study of this railroad site recommended.

NOTE NUMBER: 19
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: The Tres Piedras Project: Archaeological Testing at LA 71740, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: Testing
County: Taos
LA number(s): 71740
Project number: 41.465
Project name: Tres Piedras Testing
No. of pages: 24
Subject: Testing revealed a high concentration of surface artifacts. Avoidance recommended.

NOTE NUMBER: 20
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Testing Results and Data Recovery Plan for Sites in the San Francisco Mountains, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Catron
LA number(s): 45507, 45508, 45510, 70184, 70185, 70187
Project number: 41.492
Project name: San Francisco Mountains
No. of pages: 69
Subject: Six Mogollon sites, four of which were recommended for excavation.

NOTE NUMBER: 21
Author: Schlanger, Sarah
Title: Archaeological Survey of Two Abandoned Mine Sites in the Gila Fluorspar District, Grant County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 81625, 81626
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Gila
No. of pages: 41
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Clearance recommended provided mine features are avoided.

NOTE NUMBER: 22
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Testing at LA 67550 in the Dry Cimarron Valley, Union County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Union
LA number(s): 67550
Project number: 41.469
Project name: Dry Cimarron
No. of pages: 36
Subject: This early Plains Woodland site was not recommended for excavation.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 23
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: A Supplemental Archaeological Survey of Proposed Realignments to State Road 456, Union County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Union
LA number(s): 67547, 67548, 67549, 67550, 67551
Project number: 41.469
Project name: Dry Cimarron Realignments
No. of pages: 18
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No new cultural properties found.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 24 a
Author: Public Archaeology Programs Standardization Committee
Title: Archaeological Survey Procedural Manual
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: Research manual
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: Survey Manual
No. of pages: 66
Subject: Procedural manual for archaeological survey.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 24 b
Author: Staff
Title: Standardized Ground Stone Artifact Analysis: A Manual for the Office of Archaeological Studies
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: Research manual
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: Ground stone manual
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Manual for standardization of ground stone analysis.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 24 c
Author: Staff
Title: Standardized Lithic Artifact Analysis: Attributes and Variable Code Lists
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: Research manual
County: NA

**NOTE NUMBER:** 24 d
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., Charles A. Hannaford, Guadalupe A. Martinez, and Adisa Willmer
Title: Historic Artifact Analysis Standardized Variable and Attribute Codes
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: Research manual
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: Historic artifact manual
No. of pages: 37
Subject: Manual for analysis of historic artifacts.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 24 e
Author: Staff
Title: Safety Manual for Field Archaeology in New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1995 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: Safety manual
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: Safety Manual
No. of pages: 23
Subject: Safety procedures for field archaeology.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 25
Author: Staff
Title: 1990 Annual Report
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991 (※ = NO db entry)
Type of project: NA
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: 1990 Annual Report
No. of pages: 49
Subject: Summaries of projects in 1990.
Type of project: Excavation
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 66471, 66472
Project number: 41.434
Project name: Cuba
No. of pages: 99
Subject: LA 66471 was a chipped stone scatter that may have spanned as much as 7,000 years of intermittent occupation. LA 66472 was a multicomponent Middle to Late Archaic lithic artifact scatter and possible structure.

NOTE NUMBER: 27
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Daisy F. Levine
Title: The Talpa Testing Project: Archaeological Test Excavations along State Road 518 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 77861, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Taos
LA number(s): 51670, 69138, 69139, 70575, 77861, 77862
Project number: 41.489
Project name: Talpa Testing
No. of pages: 100
Subject: Results of test excavations at six sites and a data recovery plan for LA 77861, a Hispanic homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 28
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Testing and Evaluation of Three Prehistoric and Historic Sites near Grants, Cibola and McKinley Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola, McKinley
LA number(s): 79362, 79538, 79541
Project number: 41.501
Project name: Grants Testing and Evaluation
No. of pages: 82
Subject: Two prehistoric lithic and sherd scatters (Archaic and/or Pueblo III) and one prehistoric lithic and twentieth-century Navajo site.

NOTE NUMBER: 29
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Linda Mick-O'Hara
Title: Excavation of a Human Burial at the El Puebloito Site, LA 12741, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1991 (* = NO db entry)
Type of project: Excavation
County: Taos
LA number(s): 12741
Project number: 41.491
Project name: El Puebloito
No. of pages: 53

NOTE NUMBER: 30
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Two Slide Areas along State Road 518, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY
County: Taos
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.489
Project name: SR 518
No. of pages: 16
Subject: Ninety-six mine features recorded at 21 sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 31
Author: Levine, Daisy F., and Laurie G. Evans
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Abandoned Mines in the Gallinas Mining District near Corona, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Mine survey
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 83069, 83070, 83071, 83072, 83073, 83074, 83075, 83076, 83077, 83078, 83079, 83080, 83081, 83082, 83083, 83084, 83085, 83086, 83087, 83162, 83163
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Corona
No. of pages: 58
Subject: Nine-six mine features recorded at 21 sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 32
Author: Levine, Daisy F., Katharine A. Fuller, and Adisa J. Wilmmer
Title: Archaeological Testing at Four Sites in Lobo Canyon, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 37884, 68646, 68647, 68648
Project number: 41.451
Project name: Lobo Canyon
No. of pages: 45
Subject: Four lithic artifact scatters: one Basketmaker II–III, three of unknown age.

NOTE NUMBER: 33
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Testing at Three Sites West of Abiquiu, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 75286, 75287, 75288
Project number: 41.484
Project name: Abiquiu West
No. of pages: 66
Subject: One lithic scatter, two large water-control sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 34
Author: Willmer, Adisa J.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of a Portion of SR 582, near Milepost 5, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 83156
Project number: 41.505
Project name: SR 582
No. of pages: 62
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Slump area, rock art site, associated features.

NOTE NUMBER: 35
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Testing at Nine Archaeological Sites along State Road 502 near San Ildefonso, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 65001, 65005, 65006, 65007, 65011, 65012, 65016, 65017, 65018, 65022
Project number: 41.444
Project name: San Ildefonso Testing
No. of pages: 121
Subject: Test excavations at nine sites from Otowi Bridge to the White Rock Y.

NOTE NUMBER: 36
Author: Drake, Lynn
Title: Archaeological Survey along U.S. 285, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 83107, 83108, 83109, 83110, 83111, 83112, 83113, 83114, 83115, 83116, 83117, 83118, 83119, 83120, 83121, 83122, 83151, 85735, 85736
Project number: 41.502
Project name: U.S. 285 Survey
No. of pages: 49
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Prehistoric agricultural fields, ceramic or lithic artifact scatters, possible hearths, and a possible pit structure. LA 83118 contained historic components, and LA 83111 contained prehistoric and historic components.

NOTE NUMBER: 37
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Archaeological Testing and Evaluation of LA 71686 near Grants, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 71686
Project number: 41.509
Project name: Grants 2
No. of pages: 18
Subject: One lithic artifact scatter with a few sherds. No further work recommended.

NOTE NUMBER: 38
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Archaeological Testing and Data Recovery Plan for Sites along U.S. 380, Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 71726, 81606
Project number: 41.504
Project name: Bingham
No. of pages: 49
Subject: Two ceramic and lithic artifact scatters. LA 71726 yielded a possible pithouse and two unidentified subsurface features.

NOTE NUMBER: 39
Author: Post, Stephen S., and Linda Mick-O'Hara
Title: Disposition of Human Remains from LA 59497, along SR 264, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 59497
Project number: 41.401
Project name: Burned Death Wash Reburial
No. of pages: 39
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Skeletal remains recovered during excavation of LA 59497.

NOTE NUMBER: 40
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: The Black Copper Gold Mine: Archaeological Survey near
Red River, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 84665
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Black Copper
No. of pages: 50
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Features include a large, standing, five-stamp mill, perhaps the only remaining stamp mill in northern New Mexico.

NOTE NUMBER: 41
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: The Summer Life Coal Mine: Archaeological Survey near Tres Ritos, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 84960
Project number: 41.464
Project name: Summer Life
No. of pages: 17
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Features include the shaft, gob pile, and three probably unassociated ditches.

NOTE NUMBER: 42
Author: Drake, Lynn
Title: Archaeological Survey of Seventeen Abandoned Mines in the Bonito Lake Area, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 31784, 54198, 54200, 84635, 84636, 84637, 84638, 84639, 84640, 84641, 84642, 84643, 84644, 84645, 84646, 84647, 84648
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Bonito Lake
No. of pages: 36
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of 17 abandoned mines.

NOTE NUMBER: 43
Author: Gaunt, Joan K.
Title: Archaeological Survey of Fifteen Abandoned Mines in the Carthage and Jornada del Muerto Coal Fields, Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 27543, 45882, 71968, 71969, 71970, 84965, 84966, 84967, 84968, 84969
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Carthage
No. of pages: 78
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Fifteen abandoned mines scheduled for reclamation.

NOTE NUMBER: 44
Author: Knight, Terry
Title: Archaeological Survey of Five Abandoned Coal Mine Locations near Capitan, New Mexico, and White Oaks, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 29556, 85102, 85103, 85104, 85105
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Capitan
No. of pages: 46
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six abandoned mines scheduled for closure.

NOTE NUMBER: 45
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: The Glorieta Project: Excavations at Eight Prehistoric Sites between Glorieta and Pecos, New Mexico
Date of project: 1985–86
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 32455, 49184–49189, 50098
Project number: 41.348
Project name: Pigeon’s 1
No. of pages: 77
Subject: Two historic residences, Pueblo field house, three rock shelters, and four sherd and lithic scatters tested

NOTE NUMBER: 46
Author: Mick-O’Hara, Linda, and Susan Moga
Title: Archaeological Testing Results from LA 77522 near Rowe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 77522
Project number: 41.490
Project name: Rowe Surfacing Pit
No. of pages: 22
Subject: Surface lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 47
Author: Schroeder, Albert H.
Title: The Hakatawa Concept and Origin of Its Groups
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Outside contribution
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: None
Project name: Hakataya
No. of pages: 27
Subject: Seasonal and periodic movement and sharing of territory during the Late Archaic and early ceramic periods in the Hakataya tradition of southern Arizona.

NOTE NUMBER: 48
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Archaeological Testing of LA 53497, near Paguate, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1986
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 53497
Project number: 41.380
Project name: Paguate
No. of pages: 41
Subject: Two-room masonry structure with midden, occupied AD 1000–1100; domestic activities and storage indicated.

NOTE NUMBER: 49
Author: Vierra, Bradley J.
Title: The Excavation of a Multicomponent Anasazi Site (LA 50337) in the La Plata River Valley, Northwestern New Mexico
Date of project: 1983
Date of report: 1986
Type of project: Excavation
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 50337
Project number: 41.362
Project name: La Plata
No. of pages: 399
Subject: Isolated hearth; pit structure; a 30-room pueblo, small roomblock, isolated room, and kiva; and a large roasting pit. Various components date from the AD 500s to 1100s.

NOTE NUMBER: 50
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Lewis Kimmelman
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Proposed Weigh Station, Waste Areas, and Excess Materials Disposal Areas, and CMEs and TCPs, near U.S. 180, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 85437, 85438
Project number: 41.453
Project name: Reserve Survey
No. of pages: 31
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three borrow pits, 1 weigh station, 2 quarries, and 41 TCPs.

NOTE NUMBER: 51
Author: Elliott, Michael
Title: Overview and Synthesis of the Archaeology of the Jemez Province, New Mexico
Date of project: 1986
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Overview
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): NA
Project number: NA
Project name: Jemez Overview
No. of pages: 211
Subject: A synthesis of past archaeological, historic, and ethnographic investigations in the Jemez Province.

NOTE NUMBER: 52
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: The Excavation of a Late Archaic Pit Structure (LA 51912) near Otowi, San Ildefonso Pueblo, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 51912
Project number: 41.391
Project name: Otowi
No. of pages: 80
Subject: Late Archaic pit structure and partially roofed extramural activity area dated between 540 ± 70 BC and AD 110 ± 70.

NOTE NUMBER: 53
Author: Willmer, Adisa J.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of a Portion of NM 64 and a Proposed Relief Route between Bloomfield and Blanco, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 85304, 85305, 53477, 99826
Project number: 41.511
Project name: Bloomfield-Blanco
No. of pages: 29
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey for the Bloomfield to Blanco bypass.

NOTE NUMBER: 54
Author: Martinez, Guadalupe A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Whale Back and Hot Spot Mines in Northwest Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 84904, 84905
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Whaleback
No. of pages: 33
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Hot Spot, a historic coal mine; and Whale Back, a gold mine originally recorded in 1882.

NOTE NUMBER: 55
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Cultural Resources Investigation North of the El Cerrito Bridge and Data Recovery Plan for LA 84318, a Multicomponent Artifact Scatter at El Cerrito, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 84318
Project number: 41.507
Project name: El Cerrito
No. of pages: 86
Subject: Sherd and lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 56
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Cultural Resources along State Road 63 between Rowe and Pecos, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 85495, 85496, 85497, 85498, 85499, 85500, 85501, 85502, 85503, 85504, 85505, 85506, 85507, 85508
Project number: 41.517
Project name: Rowe-Pecos
No. of pages: 89
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of cultural resources on right-of-way, private land, and land administered by Pecos National Historical Park.

NOTE NUMBER: 57
Author: Moore, James L., Joan K. Gaunt, and Macy Mensel
Title: Archaeological Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for Two Sites along State Road 50 near Glorieta, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 76138, 76140
Project number: 41.348a

NOTE NUMBER: 58
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D., and Stephen S. Post
Title: An Archaeological and Historical Study of Old Pecos Trail
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and historical records search
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.516
Project name: Old Pecos Trail Survey
No. of pages: 109
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The current route of Old Pecos Trail in the project area was built in 1930–31 and has no historic antecedents.

NOTE NUMBER: 59
Author: Schlanger, Sarah
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Sellers-Sanchez Mine and an Unnamed Mine in the Rio Puerco Coal Field and the Wilkins Mine in the La Ventana Coal Field, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 32624, 85045, 85085, 85086
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Sanchez-Wilkins
No. of pages: 46
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three abandoned mine locations.

NOTE NUMBER: 60
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Prehistoric White Signal: Archaeological Testing and Evaluation of Two Sites and Data Recovery Plan for LA 83772 along N.M. 90, southwest of Silver City, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1991
Type of project: Testing
County: Grant
LA number(s): 85113, 83772
Project number: 41.510
Project name: White Signal
No. of pages: 53
Subject: Testing of LA 83772 indicated numerous subsurface cultural features. Disturbed cultural deposits at LA 85113 were not recommended for further treatment.
NOTE NUMBER: 61
Author: Martinez, Guadalupe A.
Title: Emergency Archaeology Report on Two Construction Sites along Lincoln Avenue, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990, 1991
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Salvage
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 4450, 4451, 4452
Project number: 41.391
Project name: Lincoln Avenue
No. of pages: 24
Subject: A cobble foundation and trash midden were observed during excavation for a storm sewer trench.

NOTE NUMBER: 62
Author: Post, Stephen S., and Cordelia T. Snow
Title: Archaeological and Historical Survey for the Richards Avenue and West Alameda Extension and Future Richards Avenue Extension in the City of Santa Fe and Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 1, 2, 109, 87016, 87017, 87018, 87019, 87020, 87021, 87055
Project number: 41.519
Project name: Richards Avenue
No. of pages: 90
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Seven previously unrecorded sites represent occupation of the Santa Fe River Valley AD 1050–1200 and AD 1912–1945.

NOTE NUMBER: 63
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Archaeological Excavation at the Cristo Rey Site, Sunland Park, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Excavation
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 1644
Project number: 41.415
Project name: Sunland Park
No. of pages: 86
Subject: Early Mesilla-phase site dated AD 465 ± 60.

NOTE NUMBER: 64
Author: Willmer, Adisa J., and Linda J. Goodman
Title: Archaeological Survey along State Road 117, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]

NOTE NUMBER: 65
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Excavations at the Gallo Mountain Sites
Date of project: 1974
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Catron
LA number(s): 5407, 6074, 6075, 6076, 6077, 14463, 14858, 14882, 14906, 14907, 14908, 14909, 14910, 14913, 14914, 14915, 14916, 14918, 14919, 14917, 14920, 14930
Project number: 65.10
Project name: Gallo
No. of pages: 483
Subject: Residential and fieldhouse sites, artifact scatters, and soil- and water-control features, mostly dating to the Early Pithouse period.

NOTE NUMBER: 66
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Lewis A. Kimmelman
Title: Archaeological Survey of Reserve-Area Arroyos and Proposed Weigh Station, Gila National Forest, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 39973, 39976, 44935, 70199, 75096, 83410, 85100, 85436, 85437, 85438, 85439, 85440, 85441, 85442, 85443, 85444, 85445, 85446, 85447, 85448, 85449, 85450, 85451, 85452, 85453, 85454, 85455, 85456, 85457, 85458, 85459, 85460, 85461, 85462, 85463, 85650, 85651, 85652, 85653, 85654, 85655, 85656, 85657, 85658, 85659, 85660, 85661, 85662, 85663, 85664, 85665, 85666, 85667, 85668, 85669, 85670, 85717
Project number: 41.453
Project name: Reserve Arroyo Survey
No. of pages: 106
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Fifty-seven sites and 94 IOs along minor drainages.

NOTE NUMBER: 67
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott
Title: Results of Resurvey and Evaluation of Archaeological Sites in the Dawson Arroyo Segment of the La Plata Highway Project
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan, La Plata (Colorado)
LA number(s): 37609, 37610, 37611, 37612, 37613, 37614, 37615, 37616, 37619, 37621, 37624, 37625, 58106, 61795, 61810, 73933, 73934, 73935, 73936, 73937, 73938, 73939, 73940, 73941, 75146
Project number: 41.471
Project name: Dawson Arroyo
No. of pages: 77
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Fourth segment of La Plata survey (resurvey) to evaluate sites report compiled from letter reports.

NOTE NUMBER: 68
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., James L. Moore, Daisy F. Levine, Linda Mick-O’Hara, Mollie S. Toll
Title: Studying the Taos Frontier: The Pot Creek Data Recovery Project
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Excavation
County: Taos
LA number(s): 2742, 3570, 70576, 70577, 71189, 71190
Project number: 41.442
Project name: Pot Creek
No. of pages: 562 (2 vols.)
Subject: Excavation of two Valdez-phase pithouse sites, two Talpa-phase agricultural sites, one historic artifact scatter, and one prehistoric artifact scatter once associated with a Valdez-phase pithouse.

NOTE NUMBER: 69
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott, Stephen C. Lentz, and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Resurvey, Survey, Testing, and Recommendations for the Barker Arroyo Segment of the La Plata Highway (NM 170) Project
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 1990
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] w. Resurvey and testing
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 1897, 1906, 1927, 37599, 37600, 37601, 37602, 37603, 37604, 37605, 37606, 37607, 37608, 65024, 65025, 65026, 65027, 65028, 65029, 65030, 65031, 69065, 69066, 69067
Project number: 41.419
Project name: Barker Arroyo, La Plata
No. of pages: 87
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Resurvey and testing of sites in Barker Arroyo drainage, compiled from letter reports.

NOTE NUMBER: 70
Author: Akins, Nancy J., and Peter Y. Bullock
Title: Test Excavations at Two Sites on the Bernalillo Grant in Sandoval County
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 85426, 85427
Project number: 41.522
Project name: Bernalillo Grant
No. of pages: 49
Subject: Surficial cultural artifacts.

NOTE NUMBER: 71
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott, and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Data Recovery for Excavations along the La Plata Highway in the Barker Arroyo Segment
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 1897, 37599, 37600, 37601, 37602, 37603, 37605, 37606, 37607, 65024, 65028, 65029, 65030, 65031
Project number: 41.419, 41.454
Project name: Barker Data Recovery
No. of pages: 66
Subject: Fourteen Anasazi sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 72
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott, and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Resurvey and Recommendations for Archaeological Sites along the La Plata Highway (NM 170) in the Vicinity of Jackson Lake
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] (Resurvey)/Data recovery plan
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 1921, 37588, 37590, 37591, 37592, 37593, 37594, 37595, 37596, 37597, 37598, 37626, 60741, 60742, 60743, 60744, 60746, 60749, 60750, 60751, 60752, 60753, 60754
Project number: 41.407
Project name: Jackson Lake Resurvey
No. of pages: 77
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A site complex in the Jackson Lake area, two new sites in the right-of-way, and a large late pueblo and an isolated kiva outside the right-of-way.

NOTE NUMBER: 73
Author: Drake, Lynn
Title: Archaeological Testing of an Apishapa Phase Structure in Union County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Union
LA number(s): 73996
Project number: 41.478
Project name: Corrumpa
No. of pages: 27
Subject: A partial stone enclosure of unknown function.

NOTE NUMBER: 74
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., Louanna Haecker, Nancy J. Akins, and Laurie G. Evans
Title: The Columbus to Anapra Project: Survey and Testing along the Southern New Mexico Border, Doña Ana and Luna Counties
Date of project: 1985–86
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and testing
County: Doña Ana, Luna
LA number(s): 12839, 54875, 54876, 54877, 54878, 54879, 54880, 54881, 54882, 54883, 54885, 54886, 54887, 54888, 54889, 54890, 54891, 54892, 54893, 54894, 54895, 59845, 69111
Project number: 41.357, 41.370
Project name: Columbus-Anapra
No. of pages: 208
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey and testing along Southern Pacific rail bed.

NOTE NUMBER: 75
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Proposed Powerline Shift along U.S. 180 near Luna, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.492
Project name: Luna Powerline Survey
No. of pages: 18
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No cultural resources identified.

NOTE NUMBER: 78
Author: Main, Rhonda
Title: Limited Testing at Maljamar, Lea County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Lea
LA number(s): 44794
Project number: 41.443
Project name: Maljamar
No. of pages: 29
Subject: Four hearths from perhaps two occupations, AD 538.

NOTE NUMBER: 79
Author: Main, Rhonda
Title: Test Excavations on I-40 near Casa Blanca, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 71743, 71744
Project number: 41.468
Project name: Casa Blanca
No. of pages: 42
Subject: Two Red Mesa-phase sherd and lithic artifact scatters.

NOTE NUMBER: 80
Author: Wilson, C. Dean, and Eric Blinman
Title: Upper San Juan Region Pottery Typology
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Research
County: San Juan, Rio Arriba, La Plata, Archuleta
LA number(s): None
Project name: Upper San Juan Pottery
No. of pages: 59
Subject: A study of Anasazi and Navajo pottery types in the region, published in conjunction with the BLM.
NOTE NUMBER: 81
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Supplemental Cultural Resource Inventory of Three CMEs, One TCP, and New Right-of-Way along NM 63, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.517
Project name: Rowe-Pecos Supplement
No. of pages: 9
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No cultural resources found.

NOTE NUMBER: 82
Author: Gaunt, Joan K.
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Road Realignment near Rio en Medio, Nambe Reservation Land, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 88627
Project number: 41.532
Project name: En Medio
No. of pages: 30
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A sparse lithic and ceramic scatter dating to AD 1425–1550, likely in association with Sahkiowinge, Nambe's ancestral pueblo.

NOTE NUMBER: 83
Author: Knight, Terry L., and Daisy F. Levine
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Five Abandoned Mine Locations near La Ventana, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 47237, 56727, 59093, 77480, 77508, 89028, 89029, 89030, 89031, 99319, 99322
Project number: 41.514
Project name: La Ventana
No. of pages: 69
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Seven adits and three historic features.

NOTE NUMBER: 84
Author: Post, Stephen S., and Frederick F. York
Title: Investigations at the Wildcat Springs Trading Post, LA 55647, along State Road 264, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Data recovery
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 55647
Project number: 41.401
Project name: Wildcat Springs
No. of pages: 51
Subject: Archaeological and ethnohistorical study of a 1940–50 trading post along the southern boundary of the Navajo reservation.

NOTE NUMBER: 85
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Excavation at LA 59497, along State Road 264, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Excavation
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 59497, 55647
Project number: 41.401
Project name: Burned Death Prehistoric
No. of pages: 168
Subject: Late Pueblo II masonry pueblo and midden.

NOTE NUMBER: 86
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Eight Abandoned Mine Locations near White Signal, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 89194, 89195, 89196, 89197, 89198, 89199, 89901, 89902
Project number: 41.514
Project name: White Signal
No. of pages: 52
Subject: [RESTRICTED] One adit, several shafts and prospects, and one mine with headframe and two shafts.

NOTE NUMBER: 87
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: Bayard West: An Archaeological Survey of the Manhattan and St. Louis Mines near Central, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 89348, 89349
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Central
No. of pages: 51
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Numerous shafts and prospects in the Central Mining District.
NOTE NUMBER: 88
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Canyon Bottoms of the Pajarito: Testing and Evaluation at White Rock Y
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61033, 61037, 61038, 61040, 61041, 61042, 61043, 61044, 61045, 61050, 65420, 65421
Project number: 41.412
Project name: White Rock Y Testing
No. of pages: 109
Subject: Testing of 11 archaeological sites and recording of one rock art site. One large site, LA 61041, may produce information important to the prehistory of the region.

NOTE NUMBER: 89
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for San Antonio de Padua, LA 24, Bernalillo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Bernalillo
LA number(s): 24
Project number: 41.530
Project name: San Antonio
No. of pages: 50
Subject: A large site with Anasazi components dating to the Late Coalition–Early Classic and early Historic periods.

NOTE NUMBER: 90
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Excavations at the Orosco Homestead, near San Lorenzo, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Excavation
County: Grant
LA number(s): 65895
Project number: 41.429
Project name: San Lorenzo
No. of pages: 76
Subject: A trash pit and structural foundation from the 1890s.

NOTE NUMBER: 91
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Survey of Historic Coal Mines near Morris 41, La Plata, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 89222, 89223, 89224, 89225
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Morgan Mines
No. of pages: 23
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Historic coal mines near Morris 41.

NOTE NUMBER: 92
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Test Excavations and Data Recovery Plan for LA 86744 and LA 86780, at the Santa Teresa Port of Entry, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing, data recovery plan
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 86744, 86780
Project number: 41.533
Project name: Santa Teresa
No. of pages: 108
Subject: Two lithic and ceramic scatters.

NOTE NUMBER: 93
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., Joan K. Gaunt, and Adisa J. Willmer
Title: The Henry Fire: A Study of Fire Effects on Archaeological Resources on Holiday Mesa, Jemez Mountains, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and testing
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.521
Project name: Jemez Fire Study
No. of pages: 158
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Testing seven sites to determine the effects of fire on cultural resources for the Forest Service.

NOTE NUMBER: 94
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Roswell Relief Route Project, Phase 2: Assessment and Data Recovery Plan for Six Prehistoric and Historic Sites, Roswell, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 54346, 54347, 68182, 68183, 68184, 68185
Project number: 41.439
Project name: Roswell Relief 2
No. of pages: 69
Subject: Ceramic-period hearth, bedrock mortar site, two Archaic sites, and two apparent homesteads.

NOTE NUMBER: 95
Author: Schlanger, Sarah H., and Linda J. Goodman
Title: Archaeological Tests and Ethnohistoric Research at LA
74220, an Early Twentieth-Century Sheep Camp near Ocate, Mora County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing
County: Mora
LA number(s): 74220
Project number: 41.495
Project name: Ocate
No. of pages: 80
Subject: A historic site consisting of four small rock-walled enclosures.

NOTE NUMBER: 96
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Temporary Construction Permit (TCP) on Pueblo of San Ildefonso Land along State Road 502, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 65022
Project number: 41.444
Project name: NM 502-TCP (BIA)
No. of pages: 12
Subject: [RESTRICTED] One previously recorded site and a twentieth-century pumice quarry.

NOTE NUMBER: 97
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Temporary Construction Permit on Department of Energy Land along NM 502, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 65022
Project number: 41.444
Project name: NM 502-TCP (DOE)
No. of pages: 15
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 98
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Testing of Three Sites near Defiance, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 86372, 86373, 86374
Project number: 41.526
Project name: Defiance
No. of pages: 87
Subject: Three Basketmaker III sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 99
Author: Ware, John A., and Macy Mensel
Title: The Ojo Caliente Project: Archaeological Test Excavations and a Data Recovery Plan for Cultural Resources along U.S. 285, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991–92
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 83107, 83109, 83110, 83111, 83114, 83117, 83118, 83151
Project number: 41.502
Project name: Ojo Caliente
No. of pages: 144
Subject: Eight sites in lower Ojo Caliente Valley. Archaic, Pueblo IV, early historic.

NOTE NUMBER: 100
Author: Merrin, Hope
Title: Small White Disc Beads of the Northern Rio Grande Region, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Personal research
County: Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Sandoval
LA number(s): 3, 274, 297, 632, 908, 909, 3333, 13197, 44006
Project number: None
Project name: Beads
No. of pages: 41
Subject: Temporal distribution of travertine beads and shell beads at six sites. Bead-making area in San Ysidro area.

NOTE NUMBER: 101
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Archeological Survey and Summary of the Cultural Resources along NM 134, San Juan and McKinley Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan and McKinley
LA number(s): 98344, 98345, 98346, 98347, 98348, 98349, 98350, 98351, 98352, 98353, 98354, 98355
Project number: 41.545
Project name: Sheep Springs
No. of pages: 128
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Results of the surveys conducted in 1988 and 1990 and the survey of the final segment of NM 134, and an inventory of traditional cultural properties.

NOTE NUMBER: 102
Author: Lent, Stephen C., and Linda J. Goodman
Title: Archaeological Testing and a Brief Ethnohistory of San Gabriel de Yunge Owinge, San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
NOTE NUMBER: 102 a
Author: Moss, Laurence, A. G. Moss, and Herman I. Agoyo
Title: Strategy for the Heritage Resources of San Juan Pueblo: A Development Plan
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Development plan
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 59, 60
Project number: 41.524
Project name: San Gabriel ADDENDUM
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Development plan for the Historic Preservation Division.

NOTE NUMBER: 103
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Portion of Morris 41, San Juan County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 5631, 89224
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Morgan 2
No. of pages: 22
Subject: Reclamation of Morgan Mine, which extends under Morris 41.

NOTE NUMBER: 104
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Christine L. Sterling
Title: Archaeological Survey and Testing Proposal for Sites along U.S. 180, Luna to the Arizona State Line, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 3279, 89845, 89846, 89847
Project number: 41.541
Project name: Arizona Line
No. of pages: 56
Subject: Four prehistoric sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 105
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Damage Assessment and Testing for Two Sites along the Old Luna Road, Gila National Forest, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: Damage assessment
County: Catron
LA number(s): 98625, 98626
Project number: 41.453
Project name: Luna Damage
No. of pages: 15
Subject: Assessment following emergency resurfacing.

NOTE NUMBER: 106
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of 29 Construction Maintenance Easements and 40 Temporary Construction Permits along NM 50 between NM 50 between Glorieta and Pecos, Santa Fe and San Miguel Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe, San Miguel
LA number(s): 99028, 99029, 99030
Project number: 41.348a
Project name: Glorieta-Pecos (TCPs and CMEs)
No. of pages: 39
Subject: Supplemental survey of TCPs and CMEs for reconstruction of SR 50.

NOTE NUMBER: 107
Author: Bullock, Peter Y., Linda J. Goodman, and Janet E. Spivey
Title: An Archaeological and Traditional Cultural Properties Survey along I-40 in the Vicinity of Iyanbito, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 2690, 2689, 98971
Project number: 41.516 (archaeological survey), 41.551 (cultural property survey)
Project name: Iyanbito
No. of pages: 40
Subject: One previously unrecorded site (LA 98971), a lithic artifact and ground stone scatter; relocation of Ft. Wingate Ruin (LA 2690).

NOTE NUMBER: 108
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Survey and Testing at Las Campanas, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 98678, 98679, 98680, 98681, 98682, 98683, 98684, 98685, 98686, 98687, 98688, 98689, 98690, 98691, 98692, 98693, 98681, 84754
Project number: 41.547
Project name: Las Campanas
No. of pages: 153
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Seventeen previously unrecorded sites, 271 isolated occurrences, and 141 cobble checkdams, mostly from the Coalition and Classic periods of Rio Grande cultural development.

NOTE NUMBER: 109
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Treatment Plan for Eight Sites at Las Campanas de Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 84754, 84758, 84759, 84775, 84776, 85036, 98680, 98861
Project number: 41.547
Project name: Las Campanas
No. of pages: 78
Subject: Four artifact scatters with features, one possible cobble-mulched field, two historic homesteads or line camps, and a cobble terrace complex.

NOTE NUMBER: 110
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Survey of a Borrow Pit near Grants, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 78099
Project number: 41.547
Project name: Grants 3
No. of pages: 21
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Borrow pit survey for filling uranium mines.

NOTE NUMBER: 111
Author: Gaunt, Joan K.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Mine Hill, Victorio Mining District, Luna County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Luna
LA number(s): 20134
Project number: 41.547
Project name: Gage
No. of pages: 103
Subject: [RESTRICTED] 179 mining features; also, 14 structures from the site of Chance City.

NOTE NUMBER: 112
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological and Ethnohistorical Study in the Hospah-Whitehorse Area: The NM 509 Project, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 59950, 59959, 59961, 59962, 59963
Project number: 41.445
Project name: Whitehorse
No. of pages: 256
Subject: One prehistoric and five historic components.

NOTE NUMBER: 113
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: An Archaeological Survey along U.S. 62/180, Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 99501, 99502, 99503, 99504, 99505
Project number: 41.554
Project name: Carlsbad
No. of pages: 24
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Five burnt rock middens.

NOTE NUMBER: 114
Author: Willmer, Adisa J.
Title: Archaeological Survey of Mica Mines in the Apache-Cribbenville District, Petaca Mining Region, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 99230, 99231, 99232, 99233, 99234, 99235, 99236, 99237
Project number: 41.514
Project name: Petaca
No. of pages: 65
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Historic mica mines dating from the early 1900s to the 1950s.

NOTE NUMBER: 115
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: Loco Hills Testing: Archaeological Test Excavations of Two Sites along U.S. 82, Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992–93
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 43315, 89658
Project number: 41.552
Project name: Loco Hills Testing
No. of pages: 57
Subject: Blowouts with artifacts (LA 43315) and a fire-cracked rock concentration (LA 89658)

NOTE NUMBER: 116
Author: Spivey, Janet E., and Linda J. Goodman
Title: Ethnohistoric Survey of TCP at Milepost 1.9, North of Bridge 10014 on I-40, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.523
Project name: Manuelito
No. of pages: 11
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No sites of historical significance.

* NOTE NUMBER: 117
Author: Staff
Title: Annual Report 1992
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1992 (* = NO db entry; pdf status tbd)
Type of project: NA
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: NA
Project name: Annual Report 1992
No. of pages: 35

NOTE NUMBER: 118
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: State Road 12 Archaeological Project: Results of Testing at Ten Sites and Data Recovery Plan for Four Sites near Reserve, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Catron
LA number(s): 39968, 39969, 39970, 39971, 39972, 39974, 39977, 39982, 43766, 69064
Project number: 41.538
Project name: Luna Y North
No. of pages: 99
Subject: Four sites require further work.

NOTE NUMBER: 119
Author: Gaunt, Joan K.
Title: Archaeological Testing at LA 81422 and Survey of Three CMEs near Youngsville, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 81422
Project number: 41.503
Project name: Youngsville
No. of pages: 36
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 120
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Inventory for an Extension of County Road 70 to the Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 108902, 108903
Project number: 41.540
Project name: Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route Testing
No. of pages: 31
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two multicomponent artifact scatters and 12 isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 121
Author: Willmer, Adisa J.
Title: A Supplemental Cultural Resource Inventory of CMEs, TCPs, WPAs, and New Right-of-Way Alignments along NM 63, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 38648, 85503, 99939, 99940
Project number: 41.517
Project name: Rowe-Pecos Supplement
No. of pages: 27
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Fourteen CMEs, three TCPs, eight WPAs, and five new right-of-way alignments.

NOTE NUMBER: 122
Author: Moore, James L., and Joan K. Gaunt
Title: Archaeological Testing at Two Sites along NM 50 between Glorieta and Pecos, and Data Recovery Plan for LA 99029, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 99028, 99029
NOTE NUMBER: 123
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Pigeon's Ranch: An Archaeological Assessment
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing and archival research
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 8031, 49265, 49315
Project number: 41.348
Project name: Pigeon's Ranch
No. of pages: 185
Subject: Pigeon's Ranch, the Glorieta Battlefield, and the Williams homesite.

NOTE NUMBER: 124
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for the Bob Crosby Draw Site (LA 75163 and LA 103931) along U.S. 70, Chaves County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 75163, 103931
Project number: 41.557
Project name: Bob Crosby Draw
No. of pages: 36
Subject: Large dune site along U.S. 70 northeast of Roswell.

NOTE NUMBER: 125
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Land in Between: Archaic and Formative Occupations along the Upper Río Hondo of Southeastern New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Excavation
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 58971, 71167
Project number: 41.441
Project name: Picacho
No. of pages: 259
Subject: Late Archaic site with large storage pits, hearths, and corn (LA 58971) and a series of small caves and shelters with Archaic and pottery-period remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 126
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Testing Results and Data Recovery Plan for Estates IV, Las Campanas de Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 86147, 86148, 86149, 86150, 86151
Project number: 41.547b
Project name: Las Campanas
No. of pages: 73
Subject: Five prehistoric sites, sherd and lithic artifact concentrations.

NOTE NUMBER: 127
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Cultural Resource Inventory of a Proposed New Alignment North of the Bridge over the Rio Grande at San Juan Pueblo, and 1.4 Miles along NM 68, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 76778, 100723, 100724, 100725
Project number: 41.564
Project name: San Juan Bridge II
No. of pages: 29
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A multicomponent site, portions of two historic irrigation ditches, and the railroad bed of the Chili Line.

NOTE NUMBER: 128
Author: Akins, Nancy J., and Peter Y. Bullock
Title: Emergency Removal of a Burial from Pueblo Blanco, LA 40
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 40
Project number: None
Project name: Pueblo Blanco Burial
No. of pages: 17
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Removal of a prehistoric burial.

NOTE NUMBER: 129
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Archaeological Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for Two Prehistoric Sites in the Dunnahoo Hills, Chaves County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 6825, 6826
NOTE NUMBER: 130
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Archaeological Testing of 12 Sites along U.S. 64, Sunshine Mesa, Guadalupe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Testing
County: Guadalupe
LA number(s): 8013, 8014, 8015, 8016, 99846, 99847, 99848, 99849, 99851, 99852
Project number: 41.561
Project name: Sunshine Mesa
No. of pages: 133
Subject: Campsites, homestead, masonry windmill base, and lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 131
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Planned Expansion of the Tesuque Flea Market
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.568
Project name: Tesuque Flea Market
No. of pages: 13
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of Tesuque Pueblo land for the planned expansion of the flea market.

NOTE NUMBER: 132
Author: Willmer, Adisa J.
Title: Archaeological Testing of LA 101135, a Historic Site within Parcel 1 of the Glorieta Pass Battlefield, Cañoncito, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 101135
Project number: 41.448
Project name: Cañoncito at Apache Canyon
No. of pages: 52
Subject: Remains of a historic house and associated features dating from the late 1800s to the present.

NOTE NUMBER: 133
Author: Akins, Nancy J., and Janet E. Spivey
Title: Archaeological and Traditional Cultural Properties Survey of Two Areas along New Mexico 134, San Juan County
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 101421, 101422, 101704
Project number: 41.545b
Project name: Owl Springs
No. of pages: 28
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two lithic scatters, small circular historic alignment, Navajo traditional use areas.

NOTE NUMBER: 134
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of the Museum of New Mexico Hill Complex along Camino Lejo in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 101160, 101161, 101162, 101209
Project number: 41.498d
Project name: Hill Complex
No. of pages: 67
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Sherd and lithic scatter, earthen berm, CCC gabion dams, and part of the Santa Fe Trail.

NOTE NUMBER: 135
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Test Excavations at East Ridge Pueblo (AR-03-06-03-373) on the Gila/ Apache National Forest
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing
County: Catron
LA number(s): 21153
Project number: 41.559
Project name: Pueblo Park
No. of pages: 34
Subject: Pueblo roomblock at Pueblo Creek Campground tested for USDA Forest Service.

NOTE NUMBER: 136
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Investigations at NM 26: Florida Dump
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Luna
LA number(s): 69469
Project number: 41.569
Project name: Florida Dump
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Historic dump.
NOTE NUMBER: 137
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Belen Bridge Site and the Late Elmendorf Phase of Central New Mexico
Date of project: 1986–87
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Excavation
County: Valencia
LA number(s): 53662
Project number: 41.386
Project name: Belen Bridge
No. of pages: 277
Subject: A pithouse village of eight pithouses and 82 extramural features representing several seasonal occupations.

NOTE NUMBER: 138
Author: Levine, Daisy F.
Title: Excavation of a Jornada Mogollon Pithouse along U.S. 380, Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Excavation
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 71276
Project number: 41.504
Project name: Bingham
No. of pages: 180
Subject: Excavation of a pithouse in the northern Jornada Mogollon area.

NOTE NUMBER: 139
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeological Testing and Data Recovery Plan for Four Sites along U.S. 180 near Luna, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Testing
County: Catron
LA number(s): 3279, 89845, 89846, 89847
Project number: 41.541
Project name: Luna Testing
No. of pages: 52
Subject: Four sites of Mogollon culture within U.S. 180 right-of-way.

NOTE NUMBER: 140
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Testing of and Treatment Plan for a Late Archaic Period Site and Three Coalition–Early Classic Period Sites, Estates V and Other Areas at Las Campanas de Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Testing and treatment plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 84787, 84793, 86159, 98690
Project number: 41.547c
Project name: Las Campanas Estates V
No. of pages: 83
Subject: Four prehistoric sites on a resort development west of Santa Fe.

NOTE NUMBER: 141
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Traditional Use Areas in New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993
Type of project: Research, HPD matching grant
County: All
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.555
Project name: Land Use
No. of pages: 106
Subject: Traditional land use among Indian tribes in New Mexico.

non-survey [RESTRICTED]
NOTE NUMBER: 142
Author: Owsley, Douglas W.
Title: Bioarchaeology on a Battlefield: The Abortive Confederate Campaign in New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.301
Project name: Glorieta Burials
No. of pages: 71
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Skeletal remains of Confederate soldiers, Battle of Glorieta Pass

NOTE NUMBER: 143
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: A Cultural Resource Survey of LA 100585, the Delphos Siding, on U.S. 70 near Portales, Roosevelt County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Roosevelt
LA number(s): 100585
Project number: 41.567
Project name: Delphos Siding
No. of pages: 35
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Immigration and settlement patterns in southeast New Mexico.
NOTE NUMBER: 144
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Test Excavations at Artificial Leg Site 12 (LA 35493) near Bernalillo, New Mexico: A Partial Report
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 1987
Type of project: Testing
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 35493
Project number: None
Project name: Artificial Leg
No. of pages: 29
Subject: Small Pueblo III site.

NOTE NUMBER: 145
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: The Ollie Lucas Homestead at Red Hill, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Testing
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 73231
Project number: None
Project name: Red Hill
No. of pages: 40
Subject: 1930s Anglo homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 146
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Inventory of the Frontage Road along a Portion of the Proposed Northwest Relief Route, Segment 1B, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.572
Project name: Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route Segment 1B
No. of pages: 27
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two prehistoric isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 147
Author: Sullivan, Richard B., and Nancy Akins
Title: Archaeological Excavations at LA 15260, the Coors Road Site, Bernalillo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1986
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Excavation
County: Bernalillo
LA number(s): LA 15260
Project number: 41.373
Project name: Coors Road
No. of pages: 167
Subject: Excavation of two pit structures and ventilator of third, trash midden, exterior features, and surface structures dating between AD 1125 and 1250.

NOTE NUMBER: 148
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Archaeological Monitoring at LA 930, the Fine Arts Building, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930
Project number: 41.498
Project name: Fine Arts Monitoring
No. of pages: 2
Subject: No intact cultural resources.

NOTE NUMBER: 149
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for Three Sites along U.S. 60 near Datil, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Catron
LA number(s): 39998, 104381, 104382
Project number: 41.540
Project name: Datil Testing
No. of pages: 39
Subject: Three short-term prehistoric campsites, one of which also has a Navajo component.

NOTE NUMBER: 150
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., Timothy D. Maxwell, James L. Moore, and C. Dean Wilson
Title: Results of a Limited Testing Program for the Pojoaque Interchange at U.S. 84/285 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 101412, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 101411, 101412, 101413
Project number: 41.578
Project name: Pojoaque Interchange
No. of pages: 67
Subject: LA 101412 is a prehistoric site with intact Rio Grande Developmental, Coalition, and Classic period deposits. LA 101411 was an extensively disturbed unit house, and LA 101413 was an extensively disturbed sherd and lithic scatter.
NOTE NUMBER: 151
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., Timothy D. Maxwell, James L. Moore, and C. Dean Wilson
Title: Results of a Limited Testing Program along NM 503 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 103919, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 103919, 39957
Project number: 41.579
Project name: NM 503
No. of pages: 83
Subject: LA 103919 is a two-component site with Rio Grande Developmental and historic Euroamerican materials. LA 39957 had no cultural materials.

NOTE NUMBER: 152
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Corn Camp and La Cresta: Small Dune Sites and Their Bearing on the Prehistory of Southeastern New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Excavation
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 6825, 6826
Project number: 41.556
Project name: Dunnahoo Hills
No. of pages: 128
Subject: Excavations at a multicomponent camp site and a nearby lithic material quarry.

* NOTE NUMBER: 153
Author: Staff
Title: 1993 Annual Report
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1993 (* = NO db entry; pdf status tbd)
Type of project: NA
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: NA
Project name: 1993 Annual Report
No. of pages: 40
Subject: Summaries of projects in 1993.

NOTE NUMBER: 154
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: Bull Well Testing: Archaeological Test Excavations at Two Sites along NM 537, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 81219, 81220
Project number: 41.562
Project name: Bull Well Testing
No. of pages: 51
Subject: Two Rosa-phase sites in Bull Well Draw, south of Dulce.

NOTE NUMBER: 155
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: Roswell Relief Route: Archaeological Survey of CMEs and Frontage Roads
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.439a
Project name: Roswell Relief Route
No. of pages: 20
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of eight CMEs and two frontage roads. Four isolated occurrences found.

NOTE NUMBER: 156
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Patrick H. Severts
Title: Archaeological Investigations at a Well in San Miguel del Vado, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Emergency investigation
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 105516
Project number: 41.540
Project name: San Miguel Well
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Historic well.

NOTE NUMBER: 157
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Treatment Plan for a Classic Period Site, LA 98688, in Estates VII, Unit 4, Las Campanas de Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 98688
Project number: 41.547c
Project name: Las Campanas Estates VII
No. of pages: 33
Subject: Treatment plan for a Classic period artifact scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 158
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Monitoring of Fence Replacement at the Fort Wingate Ruin (LA 2690)
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Monitoring
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 2690
Project number: 41.516, 41.551
Project name: Fort Wingate Outlier Fencing
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Fence replacement in the vicinity of a large, C-shaped roomblock dating to the late Pueblo II period.

NOTE NUMBER: 159
Author: Wolfman, Daniel
Title: Jemez Mountains Chronology Study
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Study of dating methods [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): NA
Project number: NA
Project name: Jemez Chronology Study
No. of pages: 166
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Age of archaeological resources in the Jemez Mountains.

NOTE NUMBER: 160
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: A Survey of Portions of the El Rito and Ojo Caliente Drainages, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992–1993
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 380, 105000, 105001, 105002, 105003, 105004, 105005, 105006, 105007, 105008, 105009, 105010, 105011, 105012, 105013, 105014, 105015, 105016, 105017, 105018, 105219, 105170
Project number: 41.536
Project name: El Rito
No. of pages: 72
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey and mapping of agricultural features

NOTE NUMBER: 161
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of 20.5 ha at the Confluence of Cañada Ancha and the Rio Grande at White Rock Canyon for Hydrologic Testing by Las Campanas and the Sangre de Cristo Water Company in Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 15222, 106368
Project number: 41.590
Project name: White Rock Canyon
No. of pages: 20
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Archaeological inventory on Santa Fe National Forest land.

NOTE NUMBER: 162
Author: Ware, John A., Stephen C. Lentz, and James L. Moore
Title: A Data Recovery Plan for LA 101414: A Late Prehistoric Agricultural Field Component at the Pojoaque Interchange, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): LA 101414
Project number: 41.578
Project name: Pojoaque Interchange
No. of pages: 35
Subject: Small gravel mulch field and associated features.

NOTE NUMBER: 163
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: Dating the Valdez Phase: Chronometric Reevaluation of the Initial Anasazi Occupation of North-Central New Mexico, Research Design
Date of project: 1992–94
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Research design
County: Taos
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.546
Project name: Valdez Phase Dating
No. of pages: 89
Subject: Research design for dating study.

NOTE NUMBER: 164
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Daniel Wolfman
Title: Sunshine Breaks: The Testing of Ten Sites Southeast of Santa Rosa, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992–94
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Testing plan
County: Taos
LA number(s): 53680, 53681, 53682, 53683, 53684, 53685, 53686, 53687, 53688, 53689, 102299, 102300, 102301, 102302, 102303, 102304, 102305, 102306, 102307, 102308
Project number: 41.591
Project name: Blueberry Hill Road
No. of pages: 23
Subject: Testing plan for 19 sites.
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Guadalupe
LA number(s): 6762, 6763, 6764, 8017, 99845, 103316, 103317, 103318, 103319, 103320
Project number: 41.582
Project name: Sunshine Breaks
No. of pages: 99
Subject: Ten late Paleoindian and Protohistoric sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 166
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: Millicent Rogers Road: Archaeological Testing at LA 103055, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Taos
LA number(s): 103055
Project number: 41.586
Project name: Millicent Rogers Road
No. of pages: 32
Subject: A multicomponent Anasazi Valdez-phase and historic site.

NOTE NUMBER: 167
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Limited Test Excavations for the Proposed CRM Maintenance Facility at Pecos National Historical Park
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.587a
Project name: CRM Maintenance Facility
No. of pages: 62
Subject: Test excavation and monitoring preparatory to construction of new facility.

* NOTE NUMBER: 168
Author: Staff
Title: 1994 Annual Report
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1994 (* = NO db entry; pdf status tbd)
Type of project: NA
County: NA
LA number(s): NA
Project number: NA
Project name: 1994 Annual Report
No. of pages: 30
Subject: Summaries of 1994 projects

NOTE NUMBER: 169
Author: Wallace, Laurel Teresa
Title: Archaeological Testing along Cerrillos Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 106196
Project number: 41.593
Project name: Cerrillos Asphalt Dump
No. of pages: 11
Subject: An eroded asphalt dump.

NOTE NUMBER: 170
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Testing Results from Seven Sites along NM 134 in San Juan County, near Crystal, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Testing
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 68377, 68378, 68379, 68380, 68381, 68382, 68383
Project number: 41.467
Project name: Crystal
No. of pages: 121
Subject: Seven tested sites dating to the Archaic, Pueblo II, and early Pueblo III, and one historic homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 171
Author: Schaafsma, Polly
Title: Ten Rock Art Sites in Chihuahua, Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: NA
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.581
Project name: Chihuahua Rock Art
No. of pages: 120
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of rock art sites in Chihuahua, Mexico.

Conf’d 2019: NO project assigned

NOTE NUMBER: 172
Author:
Title:
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number:
Project name:
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 173
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Taylor Canyon: The Testing of One Site in Eastern Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Testing
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 104548
Project number: 41.595
Project name: Taylor Canyon
No. of pages: 56
Subject: A dual-component, Toja and late Elmendorf-phase site.

NOTE NUMBER: 174
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: NM 150–NM 522: Archaeological Testing and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 53678, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Testing
County: Taos
LA number(s): 53678
Project number: 41.586a
Project name: NM 150–NM 522
No. of pages: 57
Subject: A Valdez-phase site near Taos.

NOTE NUMBER: 175
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Limited Test Excavations at LA 104720 along NM 26 in Luna County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Luna
LA number(s): 104720
Project number: 41.588
Project name: Nutt
No. of pages: 30
Subject: A Late Archaic lithic artifact scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 176
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: U.S. 84–Sunshine Valley: The Testing of Three Sites Southwest of Santa Rosa, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Guadalupe
LA number(s): 57152, 103315, 105817
Project number: 41.589
Project name: U.S. 84–Sunshine Valley
No. of pages: 57
Subject: Three Archaic lithic artifact scatters.

NOTE NUMBER: 177
Author: Hayden, David J., Lloyd A. Moiola, Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: The Datil Mountain Report
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Catron
LA number(s): 39998, 104481, 104382
Project number: 41.583
Project name: Datil
No. of pages: 179
Subject: Archaic and Protohistoric Apache artifact scatters and a Formative Mogollon/Anasazi structure.

NOTE NUMBER: 178
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: The Research Potential of Archaeological Sites in Northern Chihuahua for Understanding Prehistoric Farming in a Semiarid Environment
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1995
Type of project: Exploratory reconnaissance
County: N/A
LA number(s): N/A
Project number: 41.581
Project name: Chihuahua
No. of pages: 36
Subject: Observation of sites for their potential for studies of agriculture.

NOTE NUMBER: 179
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Glorieta Bypass: Survey and Evaluation of Possible Alternatives to Connect NM 50 with I-25
Date of project: 1994–95
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 8029, 108990, 108991, 108992, 108993, 108994, 108995, 108996, 108997, 108998, 108999, 109000, 109001, 109002, 109003, 109004, 109005, 109006, 109007, 109008, 109009, 109010, 109011, 109012, 109013, 109014
Project number: 41.570
Project name: Glorieta Bypass
No. of pages: 79
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Study conducted for HNTB Architects, to be used in an environmental impact statement on alternatives for an interchange from I-25 to NM 50.
NOTE NUMBER: 180
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: LA 457: An Early Mesilla Phase Occupation along North Florida Avenue, near Alamogordo, New Mexico
Date of project: 1986, 1988
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Otero
LA number(s): 457
Project number: 41.381, 41.449
Project name: Florida Avenue
No. of pages: 140
Subject: Early Mesilla-phase pithouse village dating from AD 300s to 700s.

NOTE NUMBER: 181
Author: Mensel, Macy
Title: Archaeological Investigations along NM 47 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 67321, Valencia
County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and testing
County: Valencia
LA number(s): 67321, 108961
Project number: 41.599
Project name: Valencia
No. of pages: 114
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey along highway corridor and testing at a Spanish Colonial site.

NOTE NUMBER: 182
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Sonya Urban
Title: The Blueberry Hill Road Testing Project: Results of Testing at 20 Sites and a Data Recovery Plan for 12 Sites
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: *
Type of project: Testing
County: Taos
LA number(s): 53680, 53681, 53682, 53683, 53684, 53685, 53686, 53687, 53688, 53689, 102299, 102300, 102301, 102302, 102303, 102304, 102305, 102306, 102307
Project number: 41.591
Project name: Blueberry Hill Road
No. of pages: 
Subject: * [Project cancelled prior to report completion]

NOTE NUMBER: 183
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: Victorio: Halfway from Nowhere on the EP & SW
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Luna
LA number(s): 44811
Project number: 41.605
Project name: Victorio
No. of pages: 73
Subject: A 1901–35 railroad site

NOTE NUMBER: 184
Author: Blinman, Eric
Title: Inventory of Road Relocation Areas, Chinle Wash, Rock Point Chapter, Arizona
County: Apache (Arizona)
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.609
Project name: Rock Point
No. of pages: 30
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Inventory of road relocation areas.

NOTE NUMBER: 185
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Inventory of the Buckman Road and Camino La Tierra Interchange for the WIPP–NM 599 Phase of the Northwest Santa Fe Relief, Santa Fe, New Mexico
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 111364, 111365
Project number: 41.612
Project name: WIPP–NM 599
No. of pages: 72
Subject: [RESTRICTED] LA 111364 is an AD 1050–1200 limited-activity site; LA 111365 is a statehood to World War II dairy glass bottle dump.

NOTE NUMBER: 186
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for the U.S. 285 Pojoaque South Project
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 835, 6579, 101410, 101415
Project number: 41.611
Project name: Pojoaque South
No. of pages: 61
Subject: Sites on Pojoaque Pueblo land contain surface and subsurface cultural remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 187
Author: Moore, James L., and Jeffrey L. Boyer
Title: Adaptations on the Anasazi and Spanish Frontiers: Excavations at Five Sites near Abiquiu, Rio Arriba County,
New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 806, 54313, 6599, 59658, 59659
Project number: 41.405
Project name: Abiquiu
No. of pages: 346
Subject: Excavation of two prehistoric sites and two historic sites in the Chama Valley and limited testing at Santa Rosa de Limas de Abiquiu.

NOTE NUMBER: 188
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Investigations in the Southern Mesilla Bolson: Data Recovery at the Santa Teresa Port-of-Entry Facility
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 86774, 86780
Project number: 41.580
Project name: Santa Teresa
No. of pages: 478
Subject: Excavations at Archaic (LA 86780) and Formative (LA 86774) sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 189
Author: Bullock, Peter Y., and C. Dean Wilson
Title: NM 537–Tapicito Ridge: The Testing of Four Sites Southwest of Dulce, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 103123, 103124, 103125, 107433
Project number: 41.597
Project name: Tapicito Ridge
No. of pages: 29
Subject: Four short-term limited-activity areas dating to the Rosa phase of the Gallina Transitional period.

NOTE NUMBER: 190
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of a Portion of a Subdivision Distribution Line North of Cienega, New Mexico, for the Public Service Company.
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 8053, 112349, 38264
Project number: 41.614
Project name: Seven Rivers
No. of pages: 46
Subject: Two camp sites, one burned rock site, and one possible historic homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 191
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Limited Excavations at LA 83772, a Multicomponent Mogollon Site along NM 90, White Signal, Grant County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Grant
LA number(s): 83772
Project number: 41.510
Project name: White Signal
No. of pages: 107
Subject: Mimbres-Mogollon phase components of a habitation site.

NOTE NUMBER: 192
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: An Archaeological Clearance Survey for Eight Mines in the Organ Mountains Mining District, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 112479, 115057, 115058, 115059, 115060, 115061, 115062, 115063
Project number: 41.615
Project name: Organ Mines
No. of pages: 106
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey and history of seven mines.

NOTE NUMBER: 193
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Las Campanas de Santa Fe Sunset Golf Course and Estates IV, V, and VII Excavations: Small Sites in the Pinyon-Juniper Piedmont North of the Santa Fe River, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991–94
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 84758, 84759, 84777, 84778, 84787, 84793, 85036, 86131, 86134, 86139, 86148, 86150, 86151, 86155, 86156, 86159, 98680, 98688, 98690, 98861
Project number: 41.547a, 41.547b, 41.547c
Project name: Las Campanas
No. of pages: 542
Subject: Project included excavation of five prehistoric sites and one historic site.
NOTE NUMBER: 194
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Gavilan Project: Testing Results and a Data Recovery Plan for Eleven Prehistoric and Historic Sites along U.S. 285 near Ojo Caliente, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995–96
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Rio Arriba, Taos
LA number(s): 66228, 105703, 105704, 105705, 105706, 105707, 105708, 105709, 105710, 105712, 105713
Project number: 41.613
Project name: Gavilan Data Recovery Plan
No. of pages: 124
Subject: Eight grid gardens, outliers of Hilltop Pueblo, an eighteenth-century Spanish Colonial farmstead, and a morada and store of early twentieth-century Gavilan.

NOTE NUMBER: 195
Author: Gaunt, Joan K.
Title: Archaeological Testing of Ten Sites along NM 63 between Rowe and Pecos, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 38648, 85495, 85496, 85500, 85502, 85503, 85507, 85508, 99939, 99940
Project number: 41.517
Project name: NM 63–Pecos
No. of pages: 94
Subject: Sites range from the Early Archaic to the historic period.

NOTE NUMBER: 196
Author: Hayden, David J.
Title: Archaeological Survey of 28 Gob Piles in the Carthage and Jornada del Muerto Coal Fields, Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 45882, 58968, 71968, 71969, 84965–84969, 112971, 112972
Project number: 41.615
Project name: Carthage Gob Piles
No. of pages: 259
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Ten abandoned mine sites. Sandstone structures and trash areas within survey area.

NOTE NUMBER: 197
Author: Severts, Patrick H.
Title: Supplemental Clearing of Additional Areas at Five Mine Sites Previously Reported in the La Ventana Coal Field, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 47237, 59093, 77508, 89028, 99319
Project number: 41.615
Project name: La Ventana
No. of pages: 37
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Avoidance of sites recommended.

NOTE NUMBER: 198
Author: Hayden, David J.
Title: Archaeological Survey of Four Gob Piles in Sugarite State Park, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 50845
Project number: 41.615
Project name: Sugarite
No. of pages: 122
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No additional sites were located.

NOTE NUMBER: 199
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Data Recovery at LA 103919, a Developmental Period Site near Nambe Pueblo, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 1994
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 103919
Project number: 41.579
Project name: Nambe
No. of pages: 292
Subject: The site has prehistoric (AD 900–1200) and historic (1880s–1949s) components.

NOTE NUMBER: 200
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Testing the Philadelphia Site: I-40 at LA 5942
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 5942
Project number: 41.598
Project name: Philadelphia
No. of pages: 42
Subject: Short-term use area at the periphery of a substantial habitation site.
NOTE NUMBER: 201
Author: Mensel, Macy
Title: A Cultural Resources Survey of Twelve TCP and CME Locations along U.S. 666, South of Tohatchi, McKinley County
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): NA
Project number: 41.540
Project name: Tohatchi
No. of pages: 21
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No further work recommended.

NOTE NUMBER: 202
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Data Recovery at LA 84318, a Multicomponent Artifact Scatter along the Pecos River, near El Cerrito, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1991
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 84318
Project number: 41.507
Project name: El Cerrito Bridge
No. of pages: 138
Subject: LA 84318 was a multicomponent artifact scatter along the north bank of the Pecos River.

NOTE NUMBER: 203
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Prehistoric Burned Brush Structures and a Quarry Site along the Carlsbad Relief Route, Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Excavation
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 29362, 29363
Project number: 41.6411
Project name: Carlsbad Relief Route
No. of pages: 191
Subject: Trojan Hill, a large quarry area; and Macho Dunes, a large residential occupation containing several burned brush structures.

NOTE NUMBER: 204
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Testing of LA 86739, near Carrizozo, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 86739
Project number: 41.610
Project name: Carrizozo CCC Camp
No. of pages: 26
Subject: Area adjacent to CCC camp and city dump.

NOTE NUMBER: 205
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: NM 273–Riverside: The Testing of Four Sites and Data Recovery Plan for LA 110671, near Santa Teresa, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 98732, 98734, 110621, 110622
Project number: 41.621
Project name: Riverside
No. of pages: 86
Subject: Surface ceramic and lithic artifact scatters.

NOTE NUMBER: 206
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of 800 Acres of the Midway Pasture for the Santa Fe Ranch, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 115217, 115218, 115219, 115220, 115221, 115222, 115223, 115224, 115225, 115226, 115227, 115228, 115229, 115230, 115231
Project number: 41.626
Project name: Santa Fe Ranch
No. of pages: 71
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Fifteen archaeological sites and 177 isolated occurrences. Occupations from 1800 BC to AD 1940.

NOTE NUMBER: 207
Author: Wallace, Laurel T.
Title: Vista Cañada Ancha: Survey of a Proposed Waterline
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.635
Project name: Vista Cañada Ancha
No. of pages: 22
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of a proposed waterline.
NOTE NUMBER: 208
Author: Moiola, Lloyd
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Twenty-four Abandoned Mines on the Philmont Scout Ranch
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 114414, 114415, 114416, 114417, 114418, 114419, 114420, 114421, 114422, 114423, 114424, 114425, 114426
Project number: Philmont
Project name: 41.615
No. of pages: 226
Subject: [RESTRICTED] See title.

NOTE NUMBER: 209
Author: Moore, James L., and Sonya Urban
Title: An Archaeological Survey of 4.85 Miles (7.8 km) of Water and Sewer Line Easements for Tano Santa Fe Subdivision in Northwest Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 115535, 115536, 115537, 115538, 115539, 61318, 61320, 61321
Project number: 41.633
Project name: Monte Serena
No. of pages: 50
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Five new sites and 15 isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 210
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of Plazuelos de la Tierra at Las Campanas de Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1996
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 115084, 115085, 115301
Project number: 41.632
Project name: Plazuelas de la Tierra
No. of pages: 52
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three sites, 10 isolated occurrences, and 14 check dams. Data recovery plan for LA 115085.

NOTE NUMBER: 211
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: NM 136 (Artcraft Road)–La Union: The Testing of Two Sites near Santa Teresa, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 112260, 112261
Project number: 41.620
Project name: La Union
No. of pages: 49
Subject: Two Mesilla-phase short-term activity sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 212
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: U.S. 60–Fort Sumner Bridge: The Testing of Two Sites and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 111917, De Baca County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: De Baca
LA number(s): 111917, 111918
Project number: 41.623
Project name: Fort Sumner Bridge Testing
No. of pages: 71
Subject: Two Jornada Mogollon habitation sites, and a data recovery plan for a stratified Archaic component at LA 111917.

NOTE NUMBER: 213
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: In the Halls of the Mountain Kings: An Archaeological Survey of Mining Claims near Bland, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 1274, 23983, 844, 113607, 115091, 115092, 115093, 115094
Project number: 41.6158
Project name: Bland
No. of pages: 109
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Archaeological survey and clearance of abandoned mines.

NOTE NUMBER: 214
Author: Blinman, Eric
Title: Cultural Resources Inventory of Proposed Uranium Solution Extraction and Monitoring Facilities at the Church Rock Site and of Proposed Surface Irrigation Facilities North of the Crownpoint Site, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 26158, 26159, 26160, 26162, 26163, 26164, 70610, 88871, 88872, 88873, 88874, 88875, 88876, 88877, 88878, 116111, 116112, 116114, 116115, 116116, 116117, 116118, 116119, 116120, 116121, 116122, 116123, 116124, 116125, 116126, 116127, 116128, 116129,
NOTE NUMBER: 215
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., John Zachman, and Guadalupe A. Martinez
Title: The Fluorite Ridge Fluorspar Mines
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Luna
LA number(s): 115360, 115361, 115362, 115363, 115364, 115579
Project number: 41.615
Project name: Fluorite Ridge
No. of pages: 167
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six historic fluorspar mine sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 216
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Testing Results for Seven Sites and a Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for Five Sites along Proposed NM 599, Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, Santa Fe County
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 108902, 108903, 111364, 113946, 113949, 113954, 114071
Project number: 41.632 or 41.6361
Project name: NM 599, Santa Fe Relief Route West
No. of pages: 82
Subject: Testing results and research design.

NOTE NUMBER: 217
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Limited Subsurface Testing along NM 47 in Peralta, Valencia County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Valencia
LA number(s): 116034
Project number: 41.5991
Project name: Valencia Testing
No. of pages: 22
Subject: Limited testing of ponding area.

NOTE NUMBER: 218
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Archaeological Monitoring of Building and Site Improvements at the United States Courthouse and the Federal Oval, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.629
Project name: Federal Oval
No. of pages: 22
Subject: Trench monitoring.

NOTE NUMBER: 219
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Testing Results and Data Recovery Plan for the Carlsbad Relief Route, WIPP-7615(8), Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 29362, 29363, 79978, 78119
Project number: 41.6411
Project name: Carlsbad Relief Route
No. of pages: 56
Subject: Four prehistoric sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 220
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott, and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: The Cottonwood Arroyo Group: Testing and Excavation at Five Archaeological Sites on the La Plata Highway
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Testing
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 60741, 37626, 37588, 37590, 37589
Project number: 41.407
Project name: Cottonwood Arroyo
No. of pages: 94
Subject: Three prehistoric pueblo sites, one lithic site, and one Anasazi cobble room.

NOTE NUMBER: 221
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Archaeological Test Excavations along U.S. 70 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 110339, Mescalero Apache Tribal Lands, Otero County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Testing
County: Otero
LA number(s): 20620, 20622, 110335, 110340, 110336, 110339
Project number: 41.625
Project name: Mescalero
NOTE NUMBER: 221a
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Addendum to Archaeological Test Excavations along U.S. 70 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 110339, Mescalero Apache Tribal Lands, Otero County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Otero
LA number(s): 110339
Project number: 41.625
Project name: Mescalero
No. of pages: 13
Subject: Data recovery plan for LA 110339.

NOTE NUMBER: 222
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: NM 136 (Artcraft Road)–Borderlands: The Testing of Five Sites near Santa Teresa, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 49346, 35121, 86797, 86775, 113683, 113684
Project number: 41.630
Project name: Borderlands
No. of pages: 58
Subject: Five Mesilla-phase short-term activity sites near the New Mexico–Mexico border

NOTE NUMBER: 223
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of 302.5 Acres, Rancho Viejo Phase I, South of the Santa Fe Community College in Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 116416, 116417, 116418, 116419, 116420
Project number: 41.644
Project name: Rancho Viejo
No. of pages: 69
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Five sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 224
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for the Excavation of Four Sites at Red Lake Tank on U.S. 380, Chaves County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 116502, 116503, 116504, 116505
Project number: 41.6461
Project name: Red Lake Tank
No. of pages: 32
Subject: Two Archaic sites and two Archaic and Mogollon sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 225
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Roswell South Project: Data Recovery Plan for Nine Prehistoric and Historic Sites between Roswell and Carlsbad, Chaves and Eddy Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Chaves, Eddy
LA number(s): 44565, 44583, 89153, 116467, 116468, 116469, 116470, 116471, 116473
Project number: 41.6471
Project name: Roswell South
No. of pages: 75
Subject: Seven prehistoric and two historic sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 226
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Data Recovery Plan for Seven Archaeological Resources along NM 285, Chaves and De Baca Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: De Baca, Chaves
LA number(s): 34150, 51095, 117246, 117248, 117250, 117255, 117257
Project number: 41.6481
Project name: Salt Creek
No. of pages: 64
Subject: Data recovery plan for seven sites on State Trust land, BLM land, private land, and highway right-of-way.

NOTE NUMBER: 227
Author: Ware, John A.
Title: Peña Blanca: An Archaeological Data Recovery Plan for Seven Sites on NM 22, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 249, 265, 6169, 6170, 6171, 115862, 115863
Project number: 41.6491
Project name: Peña Blanca Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 70
Subject: Sites dating from the Early Rio Grande Developmental period to the Rio Grande Classic, all but one on Cochiti Pueblo lands.
NOTE NUMBER: 228
Author: Blinman, Eric
Title: A Data Recovery Plan for Five Archaeological Resources along U.S. 666, near Twin Lakes, McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 103446, 103447, 103448, 104106, 116035
Project number: 41.640
Project name: U.S. 666
No. of pages: 46
Subject: Five sites on Navajo Nation Tribal Trust lands, within the Twin Lakes Chapter.

NOTE NUMBER: 229
Author: Wallace, Laurel
Title: The Ormand Village: Final Report on the 1965–1966 Excavation
Date of project: 1965–66
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Grant
LA number(s): 5793, 5779, 6783
Project number: 41.603
Project name: Ormand Village
No. of pages: 444
Subject: Late Archaic and Mogollon pithouses, and a Salado occupation.

NOTE NUMBER: 230
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: A Plan for Data Recovery at Two Archeological Sites along NM 522 near San Cristobal, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1997
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Taos
LA number(s): 115550, 115544
Project number: 41.657
Project name: San Cristobal Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 37
Subject: Fifteen chipped stone artifact scatters, including three basalt quarry sites, and a historic Hispanic acequia.

NOTE NUMBER: 231
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Archaeological Survey for Water Tank Relocation, Los Alamos County, Cerro Grande Fire Assistance Act
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Los Alamos
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.691
Project name: Cerro Grande Fire #1
No. of pages: 28
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No cultural resources were found.

NOTE NUMBER: 232 [vols. 1–6]
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeology of the Mogollon Highlands: Settlement Systems and Adaptations (6-volume series)
v. 1. Defining the Mogollon; 108 pp
v. 2. Site Descriptions; 436 pp
v. 3. Analyses of Chipped and Ground Stone Artifacts; 300 pp
v. 4. Ceramics, Miscellaneous Artifacts, Bioarchaeology, Bone Tools, and Faunal Analysis; 312 pp
v. 5. Ancillary Studies: Botany, Palynology, Phytolith and Parasite Analysis, Residue Study, and Geomorphology; 222 pp
v. 6. Synthesis and Conclusions; 112 pp
Also available for download: COMPILED PDF, 1540 pp, v. 1–6
Date of project: 1989–1995
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: Catron
LA number(s): 3279, 3563, 4428, 9721, 37917, 37918, 37919, 39968, 39969, 39970, 39971, 39972, 39974, 39975, 39977, 39979, 39982, 43766, 43785, 43786, 43787, 43788, 45507, 45508, 45510, 69064, 70184, 70185, 70186, 70187, 70188, 70189, 70190, 70191, 70192, 70193, 70194, 70195, 70196, 70197, 70198, 70199, 70200, 70201, 70202, 70203, 70204, 75791, 75792, 78439, 89845, 89846, 89847
Project number: 41.453, 41.492, 41.538, 41.5412
Project name: Luna
No. of pages: 6 volumes (1540 pp total): v. 1, 108 pp; v. 2, 436 pp; v. 3, 300 pp; v. 4, 312 pp; v. 5, 222 pp.; v. 6, 112 pp
Subject: The 25 excavated sites include 6 Archaic, 4 Early Pithouse, 6 Late Pithouse, 5 Early Pueblo, 6 Late Pueblo, and 6 probable Athabaskan components, and 3 components of unknown affiliation from redeposited sites. The sites range from the redepositions to 10 rooms and a great kiva at a large Late Tularosa–phase pueblo (LA 3279) dating to AD 1275–1325. (6-volume series, Archaeology of the Mogollon Highlands: Settlement Systems and Adaptations)

NOTE NUMBER: 233
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Glimpses of Late Frontier Life in New Mexico’s Southern Pecos Valley: Archaeology and History at Blackdom and Seven Rivers
Date of project: 1996–97
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation and archival research
County: Chaves, Eddy
LA number(s): 8053, 38264, 89153, 112349, 116473
Project number: 41.6471
Project name: Blackdom
No. of pages: 120
Subject: A study of the Isaac W. Jones homestead in the former
Blackdom Community, the Rock Schoolhouse, four trash dumps, a house foundation and rock quarry, and trails and roads associated with a river crossing.

**NOTE NUMBER: 234**
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Fox Place: A Late Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherer Pithouse Village near Roswell, New Mexico
Date of project: 1990
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 68188
Project number: 41.439
Project name: Fox Place
No. of pages: 376
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Excavations exposed 11 pithouses, 1 socioreligious structure, 27 storage pits, 1 extramural hearth, 5 human interments, 2 turkey burials, 1 osprey burial, 3 construction-material borrow pits, and parts of 4 extramural refuse deposits. An additional pithouse and 4 pits were found but not excavated.

**NOTE NUMBER: 235**
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Bob Crosby Draw and River Camp: Contemplating Prehistoric Social Boundaries in Southeastern New Mexico
Date of project: 1993
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Excavation
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 75163, 103931
Project number: 41.557
Project name: Bob Crosby Draw
No. of pages: 146
Subject: The Bob Crosby Draw site included two groups of hearths, a prehistoric pit, and a possible emergency pit structure. The River Camp site consisted of lithic and pottery artifacts.

**NOTE NUMBER: 236**
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Prehistory of the Berrendo River System in the Southern Plains of New Mexico
Date of project: 1993–94
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 54347, 68182, 68183, 68185
Project number: 41.439a
Project name: Berrendo
No. of pages: 194
Subject: LA 68182 consisted of 88 bedrock grinding features dating mainly to the late prehistoric period. LA 68183 was a small hearth and artifact scatter site dating to the late prehistoric period. LA 54347 was a large hearth and artifact scatter site dating to the Late and terminal Archaic periods and possibly to the late prehistoric period. LA 68185 was a large hearth and artifact scatter site dating to the Middle, Late, and terminal Archaic periods and the historic period.

**NOTE NUMBER: 237**
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: The Roswell South Project: Excavations in the Sacramento Plain and the Northern Chihuahuan Desert of Southeastern New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Excavation
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 44565, 44583, 116467, 116468, 116469, 116470, 116471
Project number: 41.647
Project name: Roswell South
No. of pages: 249
Subject: Seven prehistoric sites on the Brantley Reservoir preserve and highway land.

**NOTE NUMBER: 238**
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Excavations at the Pojoaque Interchange Site, U.S. 84/285, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61, 101412
Project number: 41.578
Project name: Pojoaque Interchange
No. of pages: 126
Subject: Two fire pits and a charcoal stain with no associated structures or activity areas. The artifacts and features were likely associated with LA 61.

**NOTE NUMBER: 239**
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Blinking Light Site: A Valdez Phase Pit Structure near Taos, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation
County: Taos
LA number(s): 53678
Project number: 41.86A
Project name: Blinking Light
No. of pages: 136
Subject: Excavation yielded many prehistoric artifacts and one extramural feature.
Subject: Pueblo site, possibly AD 1200s, and two sherd and
type of project: Excavation
LA number(s): 2924, 3334, 11747
County: Lincoln
Type of project: Testing
Date of report: 1998
Date of project: 1998
Title: Archaeological Testing Results for LA 115266 and LA 115268 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 115266, along with analyses of recovered artifacts and biological remains. All remains encountered were Anasazi or prehistoric Pueblo and dated from the mid-AD 500s to the early 1300s; Pueblo II and III periods dominate, but Basketmaker III has a considerable presence as well. Publications ran from a few artifacts to many thousands. Report content includes architectural and stratigraphic details and analyses of recovered artifacts and biological remains.

Vol. 5: non-survey [RESTRICTED]
NOTE NUMBER: 242 [vols. 1–6; in prep.: vols. 3, 4, 6]
note: volume subsections are presented here as per downloadable PDFs on the OAS website; bound editions may break differently.
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott (see v. 5 for additional authors)
Title: Totah—Time and the Rivers Flowing: Excavations in the La Plata Valley
v. 1 [Book 1]. La Plata Project Overview and Jackson Lake Community, Parts I–II: Smaller Sites (Part I) and Sites with Basketmaker Components (Part II)
v. 2. Jackson Lake Community, Part III: Sites with Pueblo II & Pueblo III Components
v. 3. Barker Arroyo Community, Parts I–III: Smaller Sites (Part I); Sites with Basketmaker Components, Sites with Early Pueblo II Components (Part II); Sites with Pueblo II & Pueblo III Components, Sites with Historic and Pueblo II Components (Part III)
v. 4. Barker Arroyo Community, Part IV: Barker Arroyo Artifact Analyses, Refs, Appendixes
v. 6. Research Questions and Conclusions, Syntheses, and Collected Papers

NOTE NUMBER: 243
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Testing Results for LA 115266 and LA 115268 and a Data Recovery Plan for LA 115266, along with analyses of recovered artifacts and biological remains. All remains encountered were Anasazi or prehistoric Pueblo and dated from the mid-AD 500s to the early 1300s; Pueblo II and III periods dominate, but Basketmaker III has a considerable presence as well. Publications ran from a few artifacts to many thousands. Report content includes architectural and stratigraphic details and analyses of recovered artifacts and biological remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 240
Author: Staff
Title: Annual Report, 1997
Date of project: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
LA number(s): 37591, 37592, 37593, 37594, 37595, 37596, 37597, 37598, 60743, 60744, 60745, 60746, 60747, 60748, 60749, 60751, 60752, 60753
LA number(s): 2924, 3334, 11747
Project name: Angus Hills
Project number: 41.652
County: Lincoln
Type of project: Testing
Date of report: 1998
Date of project: 1997
Title: Annual Report, 1997
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
NOTE NUMBER: 241
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for Three Prehistoric Sites
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
LA number(s): 2924, 3334, 11747
Project number: 41.652
Project name: 1997 Annual Report
No. of pages: 28
Subject: Summaries of 1997 projects.

NOTE NUMBER: 241
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for Three Prehistoric Sites
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
LA number(s): 2924, 3334, 11747
Project number: 41.652
Project name: 1997 Annual Report
No. of pages: 28
Subject: Summaries of 1997 projects.
NOTE NUMBER: 244
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Prehistoric and Historic Occupation of Los Alamos and Guaje Canyons: Data Recovery at Three Sites near the Pueblo of San Ildefonso
Date of project: 1990–91
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 65005, 65006, 65013
Project number: 41.444
Project name: San Ildefonso
No. of pages: 285
Subject: Three sites dating to the Late Archaic, Classic, and Spanish Colonial periods.

NOTE NUMBER: 245
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Burnett Site: Excavation of a Late Archaic Site on the Pecos River at Fort Sumner, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation
County: De Baca
LA number(s): 111917
Project number: 41.6231
Project name: Fort Sumner Bridge
No. of pages: 54
Subject: A Late Archaic intensive-use area.

NOTE NUMBER: 246
Author: Williamson, Natasha
Title: The Old Well Excavation
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 122584
Project number: 41.667
Project name: Old Well
No. of pages: 29
Subject: A stone well in a commercial building in Santa Fe dating to 1880–1900.

NOTE NUMBER: 247
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory of 3.4 Acres for the Cañon Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Association Water System Improvements, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 123143
Project number: 41.668
Project name: Cañon Mutual

NOTE NUMBER: 248
Author: Moore, James L., and Janet E. Spivey
Title: Archaeological Testing at 450 West San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.669
Project name: San Francisco Street
No. of pages: 53
Subject: Artifacts from twentieth-century occupation of the house. Part of a historic acequia runs west of the house.

NOTE NUMBER: 249
Author: Moore, James L., and Janet E. Spivey
Title: Archaeological Testing at 450 West San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 120430
Project number: None
Project name: Kearney Road Burials
No. of pages: 82
Subject: The partial skeletal remains of five people in what was once a Spanish Colonial cemetery.

NOTE NUMBER: 250
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Red Lake Tank: The Excavation of Four Sites East of Roswell, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 116502, 116503, 116504, 116505
Project number: 41.6461
Project name: Red Lake Tank
No. of pages: 123
Subject: Two short-term activity areas, a structure, and redeposited material.

NOTE NUMBER: 251
Author: Post, Stephen S., Pamela J. McBride, and Mollie S. Toll
Title: Archaeological Testing Results from LA 115218, East of Roswell, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves
LA number(s): 116502, 116503, 116504, 116505
Project number: 41.6461
Project name: Red Lake Tank
No. of pages: 123
Subject: Two short-term activity areas, a structure, and redeposited material.
Cañada Ancha on the Santa Fe Ranch Lease, Taos Resource Area, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 115218
Project number: 41.645
Project name: Santa Fe Ranch
No. of pages: 38
Subject: Late Archaic site.

NOTE NUMBER: 252
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Excavations at Rancho Viejo de Santa Fe: Ancient Patterns of Mobility and Land Use
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1998
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 116418, 116420
Project number: 41.656
Project name: Rancho Viejo
No. of pages: 110
Subject: Two sites comprised of many short-term occupation components dating from 1200 BC to AD 1350.

non-survey [RESTRICTED]
NOTE NUMBER: 253
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological Investigation of Two Multicomponent Sites along Interstate 40, near the NM 6 Exit, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 1989–90
Type of project: Excavation[RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 3558, 70163
Project number: 41.456, 41.479
Project name: Budville
No. of pages: 273
Subject: [RESTRICTED] LA 70163 is a pit structure dating to AD 750–900. LA 3558 has a pit structure dating to AD 750–900, burials, extramural features, and a Pueblo II–III fieldhouse component with two small pit structures.

NOTE NUMBER: 254
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Investigation of the Former Sotero Romero Property (LA 110432) at the La Cieneguita del Camino Real Subdivision in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 110432
Project number: 41.642
Project name: La Cieneguita
No. of pages: 50
Subject: A privy associated with a residential farm site.

NOTE NUMBER: 255
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: La Jara Canyon: The Testing of Eight Sites and an Isolated Occurrence along U.S. 64, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 81675, 115065, 115067, 115068, 115074, 115076, 115081, 115082
Project number: 41.662
Project name: La Jara Canyon
No. of pages: 62
Subject: Marginal portions of five prehistoric sites and three historic sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 256
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: Archaeological Survey of a Fiber Optics Cable Line in Union County, New Mexico, for Power Engineers, Inc.
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Union
LA number(s): 4793, 125548, 125549
Project number: 41.672
Project name: Northeast Corridor
No. of pages: 44
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two previously unrecorded historic sites, six sites relocated, and two buildings added to LA 4793.

NOTE NUMBER: 257
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Mesa Grande: The Testing of Two Sites Northeast of Las Cruces, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Testing
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 30763, 113981
Project number: 41.665
Project name: Mesa Grande
No. of pages: 31
Subject: Two Mesilla-phase Jornada Mogollon short-term procurement sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 258
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott
Title: Archaeological Testing of Five Sites along U.S. 550, near Cedar Hill, San Juan County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 79486, 110297, 110298, 110299, 110303
Project number: 41. 653
Project name: Cedar Hill
No. of pages: 37
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Four sites with sparse cultural remains and one, LA 110299, with intact remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 259
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Test Excavations at High Rolls Cave (LA 114103) along U.S. 82, Otero County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Otero
LA number(s): 114103
Project number: 41.638-1
Project name: High Rolls Cave
No. of pages: 73
Subject: Three test pits in cave, C-14, projectile point, perishable items.

NOTE NUMBER: 260
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: Damage Assessment and Data Recovery Plan for LA 120945, Lea County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Lea
LA number(s): 120945
Project number: 41.672
Project name: Gatuna
No. of pages: 37
Subject: Assessment of damage to site by fiber-optic-line trenching.

NOTE NUMBER: 261
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: An Archaeological Inventory for the New Spanish Colonial Arts Society Museum at 750 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 126954
Project number: 41.680
Project name: Spanish Colonial Arts Museum
No. of pages: 44

Subject: [RESTRICTED] LA 126954 is three segments of the Santa Fe Trail.

NOTE NUMBER: 262
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Historic Occupation of Three Sites in the Glorieta Valley in the Seventeenth and Nineteenth Centuries
Date of project: 1992, 1994
Date of report: 2003 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 76139, 76140, 99029
Project number: 41.348
Project name: Pecos
No. of pages: 306
Subject: A seventeenth-century Pecos farmstead, a nineteenth-century Hispanic residence, and a nineteenth to twentieth-century homestead.

NOTE NUMBER: 263
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Excavation of a Coalition Period Fieldhouse Site
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 115266
Project number: 41.674
Project name: Eldorado
No. of pages: 70
Subject: A multicomponent site consisting of an unknown prehistoric thermal feature, a Coalition period pit structure, and an unknown historic stone-ringed hearth.

NOTE NUMBER: 264
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: The Merrill Site (LA 104890): Testing Report and Research Design for a Multicomponent Site in Quay County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: Quay
LA number(s): 104890
Project number: 41.596
Project name: Merrill Site
No. of pages: 32
Subject: A dual-component site: a surface lithic artifact scatter with an associated hearth, and two hearths exposed in a low roadcut.

NOTE NUMBER: 265
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Steven A. Lakatos
Title: The Santa Fe to Pojoaque Testing Project: Archaeological
Testing Results from Five Sites and a Data Recovery Plan for the Prehistoric Sites along U.S. 84/285, North of Santa Fe, New Mexico

Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 388, 389, 391, 835, 3119
Project number: 41.678
Project name: Santa Fe–Pojoaque Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 188
Subject: Test excavations at five sites and a data recovery plan for all prehistoric sites recommended for additional investigations.

NOTE NUMBER: 266
Author: Peter Y. Bullock
Title: The Phantom Palms Site: A Mesilla Phase Jornada Mogollon Site near Santa Teresa, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Excavation
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 110621
Project number: 41.6211
Project name: Phantom Palms
No. of pages: 94
Subject: Excavation of two Mesilla-phase structures: one pit structure and one surface structure.

NOTE NUMBER: 267
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Valencia: A Spanish Colonial and Mexican Period Site along NM 47 in Valencia County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1996–97
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: Valencia
LA number(s): 67321
Project number: 41.5991
Project name: Valencia
No. of pages: 228
Subject: A large trash-burning pit, a smaller trash-filled pit, and a large sample of artifacts dating to between 1770 and 1830.

NOTE NUMBER: 268
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Archaeological Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for Two Historic Spanish Sites along U.S. 84/285 between Santa Fe and Pojoaque, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 160, 4968
Project number: 41.678
Project name: Pojoaque Historical Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 148
Subject: Two sites occupied during the Santa Fe Trail period, and a possible Late Spanish Colonial component at LA 4968.

NOTE NUMBER: 269
Author: Williamson, Natasha, and H. Wolcott Toll
Title: Testing and Mapping at LA 110300, a Multiuse Historic Site in the Animas River Valley, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 1999
Type of project: Testing
County: San Juan
LA number(s): 110300
Project number: 41.602
Project name: Riverside
No. of pages: 30
Subject: Testing of a historic site near the Colorado border that includes a sheep camp and the periphery of a schoolhouse.

NOTE NUMBER: 270
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Data Recovery Plan for LA 9075, along NM 53, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Stabilization
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 9075
Project number: 41.596
Project name: La Vega
No. of pages: 38
Subject: Proposed stabilization of five areas endangered by erosion.

NOTE NUMBER: 271
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Stabilization and Data Recovery Plan for High Rolls Cave (LA 114103) along U.S. 82, Otero County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Stabilization and data recovery plan
County: Otero
LA number(s): 114103
Project number: 41.596
Project name: High Rolls Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 23
Subject: Cultural resources are eroding into the right-of-way from the present edge of the cave.
NOTE NUMBER: 271 a
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Addendum to the Data Recovery Plan for High Rolls Cave (LA 114103)
Date of project: 2000–01
Date of report: 2001 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Otero
LA number(s): 114103
Project number: 41.638-2
Project name: High Rolls Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 18
Subject: Revised plan for excavation.

NOTE NUMBER: 272
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Amendment to Archaeological Testing Report and Data Recovery Plan for Two Historic Spanish Sites along U.S. 84/285, between Santa Fe and Pojoaque, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Damage assessment
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 160
Project number: 41.678
Project name: Amendment to Pojoaque Historical Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 39
Subject: Damage assessment and amendment to data recovery plan.

NOTE NUMBER: 273
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for LA 8112, near Quemado, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1998–99
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Catron
LA number(s): 8112
Project number: 41.596
Project name: Quemado Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 39
Subject: A slab-lined hearth and a possible utilized surface.

NOTE NUMBER: 274
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Excavation of LA 61282, the Airport Road Site: Late Archaic and Classic Period Occupation near the Santa Fe River, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1988
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61282
Project number: 41.539
Project name: Airport Road
No. of pages: 85
Subject: Excavation of a multicomponent Archaic and Classic period camp site.

NOTE NUMBER: 275
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., and Peter Y. Bullock
Title: Data Recovery at LA 2690, Fort Wingate Ruin
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Data recovery
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 2690
Project number: 41.596
Project name: Fort Wingate Ruin
No. of pages: 29
Subject: Proposed stabilization of the site.

NOTE NUMBER: 276
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: The Angus Site: A Late Prehistoric Settlement along the Rio Bonito, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 3334, 111747
Project number: 41.671
Project name: Angus-Alto
No. of pages: 278
Subject: A re-excavated kiva, five cobble-walled surface rooms, two shallow pit structures, an outside work area with a ramada, a large storage pit, and two areas of heavy trash deposits. The main occupation of the site yielded radiocarbon material with a mean date of AD 1310.

NOTE NUMBER: 277
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaic Seasonal Camps and Pueblo Foraging in the Piedmont: Excavation of Two Small Sites, LA 61315 and LA 61321, along the Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, State Road 599 (Phase 3), Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61315, 61321
Project number: 41.600
Project name: Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, Phase 3
No. of pages: 126
Subject: LA 61315 had Early Archaic, Basketmaker II, and Pueblo components. LA 61321 had a large Pueblo period roasting pit.
**NOTE NUMBER:** 278  
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.  
Title: Data Recovery Plan for Ormand Village, Grant County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2000  
Date of report: 2000  
Type of project: Data recovery plan  
County: Grant  
LA number(s): 5793  
Project number: 41.596  
Project name: Ormand Village Data recovery plan  
No. of pages: 22  
Subject: A large multicomponent site: Salado rooms, Mogollon pithouses, and Archaic units.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 279  
Author: Akins, Nancy J.  
Title: Emergency Removal of a Human Burial from Archdiocese of New Mexico Property at LA 24, San Antonio de Padua, Bernalillo County  
Date of project: 1996  
Date of report: 1996 (likely, but report undated)  
Type of project: Emergency burial removal  
County: Bernalillo  
LA number(s): 24  
Project number: None  
Project name: Archdiocese of New Mexico Burial  
No. of pages: 11  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Disposition of a human burial.  
(*) = NO db entry

**NOTE NUMBER:** 280  
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.  
Title: Jal: The Testing of LA 129126, in Southern Lea County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2000  
Date of report: 2000  
Type of project: Testing  
County: Lea  
LA number(s): 129126  
Project number: 41.685  
Project name: Jal  
No. of pages: 15  
Subject: A lithic scatter.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 281  
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.  
Title: An Archaeological Survey of 4.5 Acres of Land at the Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum, Doña Ana County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2000  
Date of report: 2000  
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Doña Ana  
LA number(s): None  
Project number: 41.301  
Project name: Farm and Ranch  
No. of pages: 7  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] One Late Archaic projectile point.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 282  
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.  
Title: Laguna Gatuna: Excavations at LA 120945, Lea County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2000  
Date of report: 2002  
Type of project: Excavation  
County: Lea  
LA number(s): 120945  
Project number: 41.673  
Project name: Laguna Gatuna  
No. of pages: 72  
Subject: A transitional Late Archaic-Eastern Jornada Mogollon resource-procurement site.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 283  
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.  
Title: The Merrill Site (LA 104890): Excavation of a Multicomponent Site in Quay County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2000  
Date of report: 2002  
Type of project: Excavation  
County: Quay  
LA number(s): 104890  
Project number: 41.596  
Project name: Merrill Site  
No. of pages: 63  
Subject: The site consisted of a long-term Middle Archaic occupation, a short-term Late Archaic–Jornada Mogollon component, and a historic hearth.

**NOTE NUMBER:** 284  
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.  
Title: Land of the Relentless Sun: An Examination of Prehistoric Site Structure along the Lower South Seven Rivers Drainage, Eddy County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 1996  
Date of report: 2010  
Type of project: Excavation  
County: Chaves  
LA number(s): 8053, 38264, 112349  
Project number: 41.614  
Project name: Seven Rivers  
No. of pages: 394  
Subject: Native American components include two camps, a small baking facility, and a very large camp associated with a ring midden.
NOTE NUMBER: 285
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Data Recovery and Stabilization at LA 2690/NMQ 122
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Stabilization
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 2690
Project number: 41.596
Project name: Fort Wingate Ruin
No. of pages: 28
Subject: The site was stabilized by revegetating eroded areas.

NOTE NUMBER: 286
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Natasha Williamson
Title: Archaeological Site Stabilization and Protection Project for the State of New Mexico
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2001 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Stabilization [RESTRICTED]
County: All
LA number(s): 41.596
Project number: 41.596
Project name: ASSAPP (Endangered Sites)
No. of pages: [RESTRICTED]
Subject: [RESTRICTED]

NOTE NUMBER: 287
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: NM 14–Coyote Springs: The Testing of Two Sites in Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 105748, 108727
Project number: 41.687
Project name: Coyote Springs
No. of pages: 12
Subject: A surface lithic artifact scatter and a petroglyph.

NOTE NUMBER: 288
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Excavation of a Late Pueblo III Roomblock along NM 36 in Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Excavation
County: Catron
LA number(s): 53677
Project number: 41.536
Project name: Quemado
No. of pages: 69
Subject: Excavation of a three-room pueblo.

NOTE NUMBER: 289
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for LA 130874 (AR-NM-03-02-01-601), along U.S. 84, near Cebolla, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 130874
Project number: 41.688
Project name: Cebolla Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 15
Subject: One lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 288
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Natasha Williamson
Title: Archaeological Site Stabilization and Protection Project for the State of New Mexico
Date of project: 2000
Date of report: 2001 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Stabilization [RESTRICTED]
County: All
LA number(s): 41.596
Project number: 41.596
Project name: ASSAPP (Endangered Sites)
No. of pages: [RESTRICTED]
Subject: [RESTRICTED]

NOTE NUMBER: 290
Author: Post, Stephen S., Stephen A. Lakatos, and Jesse Murrell
Title: Data Recovery Results from Two Archaeological Sites along North Ridgetop Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 127576, 127578
Project number: 41.684
Project name: North Ridgetop Road
No. of pages: 85
Subject: A cluster of fire-cracked rock representing a limited-activity site; and a shallow structure, extramural activity area, and discard area.

NOTE NUMBER: 291
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Excavations at Two Prehistoric Lithic Scatters along U.S. 380 in Socorro County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987
Date of report: 2000
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 45877, 45878
Project number: 41.395
Project name: Carthage
No. of pages: 84
Subject: Excavation of two lithic scatters.

NOTE NUMBER: 292
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and James L. Moore
Title: Chipped Stone Material Procurement and Use: Data Recovery Investigations along NM 522, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1999
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Excavation
County: Taos
LA number(s): 115544, 115550
Project number: 41.675
Subject: An andesite quarry and a nonhabitation site.

NOTE NUMBER: 293
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Excavations at San Antonio de Padua (LA 24), NM 14, Bernalillo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1992
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Bernalillo
LA number(s): 24
Project number: 41.530
Project name: San Antonio
No. of pages: 241
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The midden area contained a few formal features dating from the Classic to the historic periods. Three human burials and a large artifact sample were uncovered during excavation and monitoring.

NOTE NUMBER: 294
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: Archaeological Survey for Fuel Modification and Reforestation Projects, Los Alamos County, Cerro Grande Fire Assistance Act
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY
County: Los Alamos
LA number(s): 86530, 132717, 132718, 132719, 132720, 132721, 132722
Project number: 41.691
Project name: Cerro Grande Fire 2
No. of pages: 89
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six archaeological sites and 31 isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 295
Author: Post, Stephen S., Jessica A. Badner, and Eric Blinman
Title: A Cultural Resources Inventory and Relocation Project in Advance of Fence Replacement along U.S. 666 from Milepost 16 to Milepost 28, in McKinley County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Inventory
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 79903, 133020, 133021, 103454, 103455, 103456, 103457, 103458, 103459, 103460, 103461, 103462, 103463, 103464, 103465, 103466, 103467, 103468, 103469, 104571
Project number: 41.692
Project name: Muddy Wash
No. of pages: 77
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Twenty-four sites in or adjacent to the proposed work zone.

NOTE NUMBER: 296
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., James L. Moore, and Steven A. Lakatos
Title: Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor: Preliminary Results of Data Recovery Investigations at Five Sites near Cuyamungue, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2000-2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 160, 388, 391, 835, 4968
Project number: 41.678
Project name: Pojoaque Corridor
No. of pages: 49
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two historic and three prehistoric sites.

NOTE NUMBER: 297
Author: Bullock, Peter Y.
Title: An Archaeological Survey for Three Areas of Planned Improvements at Coronado State Monument
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY
County: Bernalillo
LA number(s): 187
Project number: 41.301
Project name: Coronado State Monument
No. of pages: 24
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No archaeological materials were found.

NOTE NUMBER: 298
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Salt Creek: Data Recovery at Seven Prehistoric Sites along U.S. 285 in Chaves and De Baca Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997–98
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Excavation
County: Chaves, De Baca
LA number(s): 34150, 51095, 117246, 117248, 117250, 117255, 117257
Project number: 41.6481
Project name: Salt Creek
No. of pages: 334
Subject: The multicomponent Townsend site dates from the Late Archaic to the late ceramic period.

NOTE NUMBER: 299
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Archaeological Survey for Ruidoso Fuels Reduction and Utility Line Clearing Projects, Lincoln
County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 133946, 133590, 133947
Project number: 41.695
Project name: Ruidoso
No. of pages: 34
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three sites and seven isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 303
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Excavation at LA 130874: A Late Archaic Special Activity Site
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Excavation
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 130874
Project number: 41.688
Project name: Cebolla
No. of pages: 29
Subject: A small hunting site dating to the Late Archaic.

NOTE NUMBER: 300
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Two Abandoned Mine Adits in Bog Canyon, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 99312, 134104
Project number: 41.650
Project name: Bog Canyon
No. of pages: 32
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey of two adits preparatory to backfilling.

NOTE NUMBER: 301
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Archaeological Survey for North Road and Pueblo Canyon Sewer Pipeline Projects, Los Alamos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2001
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Los Alamos
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.699, 41.700
Project name: Los Alamos
No. of pages: 30
Subject: [RESTRICTED] No cultural resources found.

NOTE NUMBER: 302
Author: Wilson, C. Dean
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Hondo Watershed
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 134126, 134127, 134128, 134132, 134133, 134272, 134273
Project number: 41.697
Project name: Hondo Watershed
No. of pages: 29
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Seven sites and 12 isolated occurrences.

NOTE NUMBER: 304
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Good Place to Hunt: Data Recovery and Site Stabilization at the La Vega Site (LA 9075), Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1987–2000
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 9075
Project number: 41.596
Project name: La Vega
No. of pages: 155
Subject: Stabilization of a large multicomponent site.

NOTE NUMBER: 305
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., and Stephen S. Post
Title: Archaeological Testing at the Civil War Site of Camp Lewis, along NM 63, Pecos National Historical Park, San Miguel County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): 38648, 87076, 121192
Project number: 41.689
Project name: Camp Lewis
No. of pages: 104
Subject: Documentation of artifacts and features related to Camp Lewis (LA 121192), Kozlowski’s Station (LA 86076), the Santa Fe Trail (LA 38648), and Greer Garson’s Forked Lightning Ranch.

NOTE NUMBER: 306
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Archaeological Survey of Moon Mountain in Ruidoso, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 135599
NOTE NUMBER: 307
Author: Aldritt, Philip R.
Title: Angel Fire Survey, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2001
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 135670, 135671
Project number: 41.697
Project name: Angel Fire
No. of pages: 14
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A prehistoric lithic scatter and a cluster of three wooden structures.

NOTE NUMBER: 308
Author: Williamson, Natasha, Stephen S. Post, and Theresa Fresquez
Title: A Class I Cultural Resources Overview of Road Segments along NM 12, U.S. 60, and U.S. 180 in Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 3279, 4427, 4988, 4989, 5387, 5390, 5393, 5394, 5401, 5402, 5406, 5407, 5408, 5409, 5410, 5934, 5936, 5937, 6053, 6066, 6070, 6074, 6075, 6076, 6077, 6192, 8092, 8102, 8104, 8105, 8106, 8866, 8888, 8890, 8891, 10984, 14463, 14858, 14882, 14907, 14908, 14909, 14910, 14913, 14914, 14915, 14916, 14918, 14919, 14920, 15101, 15389, 23872, 23873, 23875, 23887, 43862, 43866, 43878, 43879, 43880, 43884, 43885, 43895, 43908, 45507, 45508, 45510, 54728, 55142, 55154, 61273, 68639, 70185, 70187, 71919, 79902, 83274, 85665, 89628, 89845, 89846, 89975, 99840, 111295
Project number: 41.706
Project name: Tree Thinning
No. of pages: 31
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Site inventory.

NOTE NUMBER: 309
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Cultural Resource Inventory of 330.4 Acres near Laguna Ortiz, San Miguel County, New Mexico, for the Valle Grande Bank Collaborative Forest Restoration Project
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel

NOTE NUMBER: 310
Author: Akins, Nancy J., and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Archaeological Testing at Kuaua Pueblo, Coronado State Monument, New Mexico
Date of project: 1994
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Testing
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 18
Project number: 41.696
Project name: Coronado Monument
No. of pages: 36
Subject: Re-excavation of rooms to observe wall construction.

NOTE NUMBER: 311
Author: Post, Stephen S., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: A Data Recovery Plan for Excavation at the New Mexico Museum of History Site: 700 Years of Human Occupation near the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 4451
Project number: 41.690
Project name: Palace of the Governors
No. of pages: 76
Subject: A data recovery plan for the excavation of the Museum of New Mexico Administration Building Parking Lot.

NOTE NUMBER: 312
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: A Plan for Additional Data Recovery at LA 391, U.S. 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 391
Project number: 41.715
Project name: LA 391 Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 25
Subject: An addendum to Archaeology Notes 265.
NOTE NUMBER: 313
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: Water, Ice, and Lime: A Cultural Resource Inventory of the Gallinas Watershed, City of Las Vegas, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 136106, 136107, 136108, 136109, 136110, 136111, 136112, 136114, 136116, 136117, 136118, 136119, 136120, 136121, 136122, 136123, 136124, 136125, 136126, 136127, 136128, 136129, 136130, 136131, 136132, 136133, 136134, 136135, 136136, 136137, 136138, 136139, 136140, 136141, 136142
Project number: 41.702
Project name: Gallinas
No. of pages: 114
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Thirty-five archaeological sites, including a prehistoric lithic quarry, a late 1800s to early 1900s Hispanic homestead complex, an early 1900s to mid-1900s commercial lime quarry and processing complex, numerous water-control features dating from 1880 to the present, a late 1800s to early 1900s ice harvesting and storage complex, a railway spur, and a Penitente morada.

NOTE NUMBER: 314
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., and Eric Blinman
Title: A Plan for Test Excavations at LA 111333, U.S. 84/285, Santa Fe–Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Testing plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 111333
Project number: 41.678
Project name: LA 111333 Testing Plan
No. of pages: 17
Subject: A plan to determine if intact subsurface cultural features or deposits of cultural materials are present.

NOTE NUMBER: 315 [vols. 1–2]
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Living on the Northern Rio Grande Frontier: Data Recovery at Eleven Classic Period Pueblo Sites and an Early Twentieth-Century Spanish Site in the Ojo Caliente Valley
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Rio Arriba, Taos
LA number(s): 66289, 105113, 105703, 105704, 105705, 105706, 105707, 105708, 105709, 105710, 118547, 118549
Project number: 41.6131
Project name: Gavilan
No. of pages: 2 volumes (626 pp. Total); v. 1: i–xvi, 1–324; v. 2: i–vi, 1–280
Subject: Ten Classic period field systems, trash from a Classic period pueblo village, a prehistoric trail, and a complex of historic structures and features.

NOTE NUMBER: 316
Author: Moore, James L., Jeffrey L. Boyer, and H. Wolcott Toll
Title: The Tesuque Y Site: Archaeological Testing Results and a Plan for Data Recovery at LA 111333, U.S. 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2002
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 111333
Project number: 41.710
Project name: Tesuque Y
No. of pages: 131
Subject: A buried Archaic component and the remains of a small Classic period structure.

NOTE NUMBER: 317
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey at Granite Gap in the San Simon Mining District, Hidalgo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Hidalgo
LA number(s): 137242, 137243, 137244, 137245, 137246, 137247, 137248, 137249, 137250, 137251, 137252, 137253, 137254
Project number: 41.650
Project name: Granite Gap
No. of pages: 288
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Mine shafts, tunnels, waste piles, prospects, building foundations, dugouts, and stone cairns associated with the mining camp at Granite Gap.

NOTE NUMBER: 318
Author: Mensel, Macy
Title: Archaeological Test Excavations at LA 78945, an Early Twentieth-Century Homesite near Rio Grande Boulevard, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Date of project: 1995
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Testing
County: Bernalillo
LA number(s): 78945
Project number: 41.607
Project name: Rio Grande Boulevard
No. of pages: 61
Subject: No remaining evidence of a structure previously recorded as a late nineteenth-century adobe house mound with an artifact scatter and two trash middens.
non-survey [RESTRICTED]

* NOTE NUMBER: 319
Author: Lakatos, Steven A., and Nancy J. Akins
Title: Preliminary Report on Human Remains from LA 388
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2003 ("* = NO db entry"
Type of project: Emergency data recovery [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 388
Project number: 41.724
Project name: LA 388 Burial
No. of pages: 19
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A human burial found during trenching.

NOTE NUMBER: 320
Author: Lakatos, Steven A., Jeffrey L. Boyer, and James L. Moore
Title: Survey Results and Data Recovery Plan for LA 740 and LA 750, U.S. 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED] and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 160, 388, 391, 740, 750, 4968, 111333
Project number: 41.726
Project name: LA 740 and LA 750 Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 81
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two multicomponent sites with evidence of prehistoric Puebloan and historic occupations with structures and features.

NOTE NUMBER: 321
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Preliminary Report on the Phase I Assessment of LA 111322 for the Proposed New Mexico Museum of History in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2002–03
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 111322
Project number: 41.690
Project name: Museum of History
No. of pages: 63
Subject: A multicomponent site dating from 1609 to 1912.

NOTE NUMBER: 322
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Eric Blinman
Title: An Archaeological Resources Inventory and Relocation Project in Advance of Highway Reconstruction along U.S. 84/285 from the Santa Fe Opera House Road, Tesuque Flea Market to Cuyamungue, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Inventory, site relocation, and boundary confirmation SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 391, 735, 3119, 3294, 3415, 6560, 6561, 6562, 6568, 6574, 6575, 84927, 89021, 89023, 111328, 111332, 111333, 111343, 111347, 111352, 113532, 138959, 138960, 138961
Project number: 41.727
Project name: Tesuque Survey
No. of pages: 64
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Resurvey of fenced highway right-of-way in advance of road reconstruction.

NOTE NUMBER: 323
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., Steven A. Lakatos, and James L. Moore
Title: A Plan for Data Recovery Investigations at LA 84927, LA 89021, and LA 138960, U.S. 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 84927, 89021, 138960
Project number: 41.716
Project name: LA 84927, LA 89021, and LA 138960 Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 123
Subject: The three sites have multiple components, with evidence of Archaic and prehistoric Puebloan occupations.

NOTE NUMBER: 324
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Eric Blinman
Title: An Archaeological Resources Inventory of Road Easement and Temporary Construction Permit Areas in Advance of Highway Reconstruction along U.S. 84/285 from the Santa Fe Opera House Road, Tesuque Flea Market, to Cuyamungue, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2003
Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 391, 3415, 84927, 89021, 1138960
Project number: 41.727
Project name: Tesuque TCPs
No. of pages: 39
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Inventory of 15 road easement and temporary construction permit areas.

NOTE NUMBER: 325
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Fallen Pine Shelter: 3,000 Years of Prehistoric Occupation on the Mescalero Apache Reservation
Date of project: 2001–02
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation  
County: Otero  
LA number(s): 110339  
Project number: 41.698  
Project name: Mescalero Cave  
No. of pages: 203  
Subject: The occupation of Fallen Pine Shelter from the Archaic to Pueblo periods.

**NOTE NUMBER: 326**
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Eric Blinman  
Title: An Archaeological Resources Inventory of Construction Maintenance Easements in Advance of Highway Reconstruction along U.S. 84/285 from the Santa Fe Opera House Road, Tesuque Flea Market, to Cuyamungue, Santa Fe County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2003  
Date of report: 2003  
Type of project: Inventory  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): None  
Project number: 41.727  
Project name: Tesuque CMEs  
No. of pages: 23  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Inventory of 20 construction maintenance easements in advance of road reconstruction.

**NOTE NUMBER: 327**
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.  
Title: Excavation at LA 134297: The Library Addition at Gonzales Elementary School, Santa Fe, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2002  
Date of report: 2003  
Type of project: Excavation  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 134297  
Project number: 41.662  
Project name: Gonzales Elementary  
No. of pages: 71  
Subject: A possible thermal feature was found to consist of noncultural swamp deposits.

**non-survey [RESTRICTED]**

**NOTE NUMBER: 328**
Author: Nancy J. Akins, Steven A. Lakatos, and Jeffrey L. Boyer  
Title: Preliminary Results of Data Recovery Investigations at LA 391 and Emergency Data Recovery Investigations at LA 388, U.S. 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2003  
Date of report: 2003  
Type of project: Letter report  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 388, 391  
Subject: A lithic artifact scatter and charcoal stain.

**NOTE NUMBER: 329**
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.  
Title: Archaeological Survey of 1.280 Acres on Chupadera Mesa for the New Mexico State Land Office  
Date of project: 2003  
Date of report: 2003  
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Socorro  
LA number(s): 140128, 140129, 140130  
Project number: 41.731  
Project name: Chupadera Mesa  
No. of pages: 22  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two small lithic scatters and a historic pit.

**NOTE NUMBER: 330**
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.  
Title: A Proposed Data Recovery Plan for LA 139021, along NM 300, Santa Fe County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2003  
Date of report: 2004  
Type of project: Data recovery plan  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 139021  
Project number: 41.734  
Project name: El Gancho  
No. of pages: 21  
Subject: A lithic artifact scatter and charcoal stain.

**NOTE NUMBER: 331**
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.  
Title: Survey of Two Abandoned Mine Areas near New Hanover, Grant County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2003  
Date of report: 2004  
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Grant  
LA number(s): 140228, 140229  
Project number: 41.650  
Project name: Hanover Mines  
No. of pages: 43  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The Latite mines (LA 140228) consists of 13 shallow prospect pits or open shafts dating to 1880–early 1900s. The Oversight mine (LA 140229), one open shaft and an associated shallow pit, dates to the early 1920s.
NOTE NUMBER: 332
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Survey of Eight Mines in the Florida and Little Florida Mining Districts, Luna County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Luna
LA number(s): 99739, 140546, 140548, 140550, 140552, 140555, 140557, 140562, 140567
Project number: 41.650
Project name: Florida Mines
No. of pages: 126
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Several known mining claims, including the Bradley mines, the West mines, and the San Tex mines. Features include mine shafts, waste piles, prospects, building foundations, and cairns.

NOTE NUMBER: 333
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Excavation at LA 139021: A Late Archaic Special-Activity Site
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 139021
Project number: 41.734
Project name: El Gancho Excavation
No. of pages: 35
Subject: A small lithic artifact scatter with a small roasting pit.

NOTE NUMBER: 334
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Archaeological Survey of 89.7 Acres on the Hubbell Ranch, near Quemado, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 146251, 146252
Project number: 41.740
Project name: Hubbell Ranch
No. of pages: 29
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two small fieldhouses or pueblos dating to the Reserve/Tularosa phase (AD 1000–1150).

NOTE NUMBER: 335
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey on the Sultemeier Ranch, near Corona, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 124784, 124785, 124786, 124787, 124788, 124789, 124790, 124791, 124792, 124793, 124794, 124795, 124796, 124797, 124798, 124799, 124801, 124802, 124803, 124804, 124805
Project number: 41.744
Project name: Corona
No. of pages: 56
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Most of the sites consist of ceramics, chipped stone, and ground stone, and several have aboveground structures.

NOTE NUMBER: 336
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: Survey of Portions of the Heaton and Southwestern Mines, Gallup, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: McKinley
LA number(s): 66501, 145687
Project number: 41.777
Project name: Heaton Mine
No. of pages: 41
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The Heaton Mine (LA 66501) was in operation from the early 1900s to the early 1920s; the Southwestern Mine (LA 145687) to the 1950s.

NOTE NUMBER: 337
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Monitoring of Cultural Resources within Segments of U.S. 180, U.S. 60, NM 12, NM 32, and NM 435 for Tree Thinning in Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003–04
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Catron
LA number(s): 2949, 3259, 39968, 43884, 43885, 43895, 43910, 143613
Project number: 41.742
Project name: Catron County Tree Thinning
No. of pages: 48
Subject: Monitoring of 9 sites during tree thinning.

NOTE NUMBER: 337 a
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Addendum to Monitoring of Cultural Resources within Segments of US 180, US 60, NM 12, NM 32, NM 36, and NM 435, in Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Catron
LA number(s): 124547, 124548
Project number: 41.742
Project name: Catron County Tree Thinning
No. of pages: 19
Subject: Monitoring of 2 sites during tree thinning.

NOTE NUMBER: 338
Author: Alldritt, Philip R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Ash Springs Canyon, near Silver City, Grant County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 137132, 143734, 143735, 143736
Project number: 41.750
Project name: Ash Springs
No. of pages: 27
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Civilian Conservation Corps erosion-control dams built in the late 1930s.

NOTE NUMBER: 339
Author: Alldritt, Philip R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey in Bonita Canyon, near Corona, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 143796, 143797, 143798, 143799, 143800, 143801, 143802, 143803
Project number: 41.751
Project name: Bonita Canyon
No. of pages: 36
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The sites consisted mostly of ceramic, chipped stone, and a few chipped stone artifacts. LA 143803 also has structural remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 340
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Santa Fe–Pojoaque Clearance Report
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: [?/DATE] [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Letter report [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 80000
Project number: 41.678
Project name: Santa Fe–Pojoaque Clearance
No. of pages:
Subject: [RESTRICTED]

NOTE NUMBER: 341
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey in Sagebrush Hills, near Taos, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 144187, 144188, 144190, 144191, 144192, 144193, 144199, 144201, 144202
Project number: 41.757
Project name: Sagebrush Hills
No. of pages: 63
Subject: [RESTRICTED] All of the sites were lithic scatters except LA 144199, a lithic and ceramic artifact scatter with Pueblo period Taos gray ware ceramics.

NOTE NUMBER: 342
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Yvonne R. Oakes
Title: A Plan for Archival Research for LA 140462, in Des Moines, Union County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Archival research plan
County: Union
LA number(s): 140462
Project number: 41.758
Project name: Des Moines Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 29
Subject: Railroad-related features and a structural foundation with associated historic debris.

NOTE NUMBER: 343
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Excavations at LA 80000, the Santa Fe Plaza Community Stage Location, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2004
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 80000
Project number: 41.733
Project name: Santa Fe Plaza
No. of pages: 91
Subject: Intact stratigraphy dating to the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries and the modern era.

NOTE NUMBER: 344
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Dinetah Phase Occupation and the Twin War Gods on the Jicarilla Apache Reservation: Excavations along NM 537, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1989
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: Excavation
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 76213, 76270, 143324
Project number: 41.485
Project name: Jicarilla
No. of pages:
Subject: LA 71263 was a burned Navajo hogan occupied during the Gallina period (AD 1050–1300) and between AD 1300
and 1700. LA 76270, a sherd and lithic artifact, may have been a campsite during the Dinetah or subsequent Gobernador phase (ca.1600–1775). A nearby Gallina-phase tower structure, a component of LA 143324, contained corncobs left by Dinetah-phase people, as indicated by a radiocarbon date of about AD 1640. A pictograph of the Twin War Gods is on the cliff wall near the tower unit.
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Guadalupe
LA number(s): 146116
Project number: 41.779
Project name: Cuervo
No. of pages: 23
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A historic trash dump with artifacts dating to 1880–1930.

NOTE NUMBER: 352
Author: Wenker, Chris
Title: Preliminary Report, Santa Fe Railyard Testing
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: [?/DATE] [pdf status tbd]*
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 41.763
Project name: Santa Fe Railyard Testing
No. of pages:
Subject: *[see AN 422]

NOTE NUMBER: 353
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey on the Bearden Ranch, Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 146499
Project number: 41.785
Project name: Bearden Ranch
No. of pages: 21
Subject: [RESTRICTED] An Aermotor windmill erected in 1952.

NOTE NUMBER: 354
Author: Wenker, Chris
Title: Santa Fe Railyard Preliminary Testing
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: [?/DATE] [pdf status tbd] *
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 41.763
Project number: 41.763
Project name: Santa Fe Railyard Testing
No. of pages:
Subject: *[see AN 422]

NOTE NUMBER: 355
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: El Pueblo de Santa Fe (LA 1051): Archaeological Testing of the Proposed Santa Fe Civic Center
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Testing [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 1051
Project number: 41.771
Project name: Santa Fe Civic Center Testing
No. of pages: 112
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Between five and seven prehistoric pit structures from the Rio Grande Coalition and Classic periods and associated human remains were recorded. Seventeen pits were also documented, including burial pits, late Territorial trash pits, a Fort Marcy period trash pit and features, a Colonial period trash pit, and prehistoric trash and storage pits.

NOTE NUMBER: 356
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey on the Peterson Ranch, Hidalgo County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Hidalgo
LA number(s): 146850
Project number: 41.786
Project name: Peterson Ranch
No. of pages: 23
Subject: [RESTRICTED] An Aermotor windmill erected in ca. 1943.

NOTE NUMBER: 357
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: 7,000 Years on the Piedmont: Fourteen Archaeological Sites along the Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61286, 61287, 61289, 61290, 61293, 61299, 61302, 67959, 67960, 108902, 111364, 113946, 114071, 113954
Project number: 41.6361
Project name: Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route, Phase 2
No. of pages: 605
Subject: Fourteen sites along the right-of-way of the Northwest Santa Fe Relief Route.

NOTE NUMBER: 358
Author: Toll, H. Wolcott
Title: La Garita Camposanto: Work at a Forgotten Cemetery under Kearny Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 2003 and 2005

non-survey [RESTRICTED]
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2003 and 2005
Type of project: Excavation [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 120430
Project number: 41.736
Project name: La Garita Camposanto
No. of pages: 48
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Excavation of 20 intact human burials and elements of others from a nineteenth-century neighborhood cemetery.

NOTE NUMBER: 359 a–f
Author: Wenker, Chris
Title: Santa Fe Railyard Excavation, Preliminary
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: [pdf status tbd] *
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 41.791
Project number: 41.791
Project name: Santa Fe Railyard Data Recovery
No. of pages:
Subject: *[see AN 422]

NOTE NUMBER: 360
Author: Montoya, Richard
Title: Monitoring for Subsurface Cultural Deposits at the Bosque Redondo Memorial, De Baca County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2003–4
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Monitoring
County: De Baca
LA number(s): 8777
Project number: 41.738
Project name: Bosque Redondo Memorial
No. of pages: 19
Subject: Monitoring of backhoe trenching during construction of Bosque Redondo Memorial.

NOTE NUMBER: 361
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Archaeological Testing at the Museum of Fine Arts, LA 930, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2004
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Testing
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930, 114210
Project number: 41.760
Project name: Fine Arts Testing
No. of pages: 42
Subject: Cultural deposits dating to the Spanish Colonial era and the Fort Marcy occupation of the locale.

NOTE NUMBER: 362
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey along NM 522 near Las Colonias, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 110673, 115192, 119268
Project number: 41.795
Project name: Las Colonias
No. of pages: 38
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Three previously recorded sites: an artifact scatter (LA 110673), the Acequia de Manuel Andrés Trujillo (LA 115192), and a lateral ditch from the Las Colonias Acequia (LA 119268).

NOTE NUMBER: 363
Author: Moore, James L., and Jeffrey L. Boyer
Title: Data Recovery Investigations at Three Small Pueblo Sites along the US 84/285, Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2008
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 390, 111326, 145398
Project number: 41.772
Project name: Tesuque Turnouts
No. of pages: 108
Subject: Residential use of LA 390 and LA 145398 occurred during the Late Developmental period and perhaps into the Classic period. LA 145398 contains a Classic period canal segment and evidence of an associated corn field. The section of LA 111326 that was excavated contained only a thermal feature of questionable date.

NOTE NUMBER: 364
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Proposed Data Recovery Program for LA 1051, El Pueblo de Santa Fe
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Data recovery plan for the City of Santa Fe
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 1051
Project number: 41.776
Project name: Santa Fe Civic Center Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 83
Subject: Excavation in advance of the construction of the Santa Fe Civic Center.

NOTE NUMBER: 365
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of Two Parcels of Land in Española, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): None
Project number: 41.800
Project name: Plaza de Española
No. of pages: 30
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey in advance of a ground-water remediation project.

NOTE NUMBER: 366
Author: Yvonne R. Oakes and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: A Heritage Resource Inventory on Rowe Mesa, San Miguel County, New Mexico, for the Valle Grande Grass Bank Collaborative Forest Restoration Program, Project II
Date of project: 2004–2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Heritage resource inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: San Miguel
LA number(s): LA 148191, LA 148192, LA 148193, LA 148194, LA 148195, LA 148196, LA 148197, LA 148198, LA 148199, LA 148200, LA 148201, LA 148202, LA 148203, LA 148204
Project number: 41.773
Project name: Rowe Mesa
No. of pages: 53
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Six prehistoric lithic artifact scatters, two mixed lithic and historic trash scatters, three historic trash sites, one historic hearth, and two historic temporary brush shelters.

NOTE NUMBER: 367
Author: Alldritt, Philip R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey at Rogersville, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 148998, 38642
Project number: 41.794
Project name: Rogersville
No. of pages: 171
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Mine features including adits, shafts, waste piles, loadouts, one tipple foundation, numerous house foundations, concrete and wooden platforms, tent and house clearings, and rail beds.

NOTE NUMBER: 368
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: A Cultural Resource Survey on Los Corralitos Ranch, Doña Ana County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 35305
Project number: 41.802
Project name: Los Corralitos
No. of pages: 25
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A Dempster windmill.

NOTE NUMBER: 369
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Archaeological Survey of 670 Acres on Orndorff Ranch for the New Mexico State Land Office
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 149479, 149480, 149481, 149482, 149483, 149484, 149485, 149486, 149487, 149488, 149489, 149490, 149491, 149492, 149493, 148271
Project number: 41.804
Project name: Orndorff Ranch
No. of pages: 49
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Ceramic and lithic artifact scatters mostly dating to the Pueblo IV period.

NOTE NUMBER: 370
Author: Philip R. Alldritt
Title: An Archaeological Survey near Candy Kitchen, Shoemaker Canyon, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 149530, 149531, 149532, 149533, 149534
Project number: 41.803
Project name: Candy Kitchen
No. of pages: 32
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A roomblock and ceramic and lithic artifact scatters. All sites have ceramics from the Tularosa phase (AD 1250–1325).

NOTE NUMBER: 371
Author: Post, Stephen S., and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: The I-40, Exit 102 Acomita Interchange Study: Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for Six Archaeological Sites, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 54902, 89019, 89020, 108511, 145685, 149868
Project number: 41.808
Project name: Acomita Data Recovery Plan
No. of pages: 116
Subject: Pueblo II artifact scatter and fieldhouse; late Paleoindian to Pueblo II artifact scatter and and Territorial
foundation; sherd and lithic artifact scatter with Late Archaic and Pueblo III (Kowina phase) components; Pueblo II (Pilares phase) sherd and lithic artifact scatter; Pueblo I sherd and lithic artifact scatter; multicomponent Pueblo II fieldhouse and three late Territorial features.

--- STATUS TBD ---

NOTE NUMBER: 372
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L.
Title: [Roswell Relief Route Historic Sites]
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County: Chaves
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.439
Project name: Roswell Relief Route Historic Sites
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 373
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey of 729 Acres between Caprock and Tatum, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Lea
LA number(s): 150380
Project number: 41.807
Project name: Tatum
No. of pages: 31
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A ranch with a house, barn, corrals, water tanks, and a windmill dating from the 1930s.

NOTE NUMBER: 374
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey for Phillip Box in Quay County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2005
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Quay
LA number(s): 145045
Project number: 41.813
Project name: Box
No. of pages: 19
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Proposed fencing will not affect the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad railbed.

NOTE NUMBER: 375
Author: Alldritt, Philip R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey for Charles Trayler in Union County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2005
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Union
LA number(s): 151499
Project number: 41.819
Project name: Trayler
No. of pages: 27
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A historic windmill and an associated foundation with a scatter of historic trash.

NOTE NUMBER: 376
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: Earth, Wind, and Playa: A Cultural Resource Inventory of San Juan Mesa, Chaves and Roosevelt Counties, New Mexico, for Padoma Windpower
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Chaves, Roosevelt
LA number(s): 149154, 149155, 149156, 149157, 149158, 149159, 149160, 149161, 149162, 149163, 149164, 149165, 149166, 149167, 149168, 149169, 149170, 149171, 149173, 149174, 149177, 149178, 149179, 149180, 149181, 149182, 149183, 149184, 149185, 149186, 149187, 149188, 149189, 149190, 149474, 149508, 151514
Project number: 41.797
Project name: Padoma
No. of pages: 198
Subject: [RESTRICTED] 37 sites and 607 isolated occurrences were identified and recorded on state trust land, plus 11 sites and 470 isolated occurrences on private land.

NOTE NUMBER: 377
Author: Alldritt, Philip R.
Title: An Archaeological Survey for William Lemmons near the Arizona State Line, Catron County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Catron
LA number(s): 151726
Project number: 41.823
Project name: Lemmons
No. of pages: 23
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A historic windmill.

NOTE NUMBER: 378
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey for a Waterline on the Nielson Ranch, Bluewater, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 152522
Project number: 41.827
Project name: Nielson Ranch
No. of pages: 21
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Artifact scatter with black-on-white and plain gray Pueblo II (AD 950–1100) ceramics.

NOTE NUMBER: 379
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: The Arroyo Hondo Reburial Project
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: [?/DATE](* = NO db entry ; pdf status tbd)
Type of project: Reburial; [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 12
Project number: 41.825
Project name: Arroyo Hondo Reburial
No. of pages: 26
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Reburial of 120 whole burials and 163 isolated remains.

NOTE NUMBER: 380
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: An Archaeological Survey in Cañada del Ojo Sarco, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 152727, 152728, 152729
Project number: 41.834
Project name: Cañada del Ojo Sarco
No. of pages: 22
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A historic dugout from the late 1800s to 1920s, a mortared stone wall with associated historic artifacts dating between 1880 and the 1920s, and a stone structural foundation.

NOTE NUMBER: 381
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Lions Gate Entertainment North: Archaeological Inventory of 40 Acres in Rio Rancho, New Mexico State Trust Land, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 55498, 55499, 55500, 55501, 55504, 55505
Project number: 41.831
Project name: Paseo Gateway
No. of pages: 88
Subject: Five briefly occupied special-activity sites focused on the reduction of local lithic material; and one quarry consisting of raw material exposed on hilltops.

NOTE NUMBER: 382
Author: Badner, Jessica A.
Title: Lions Gate Entertainment South: Archaeological Inventory of 12 Acres in Rio Rancho, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 152554
Project number: 41.831
Project name: Lions Gate South
No. of pages: 38
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Artifact and fire-cracked rock scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 383
Author: OAS Staff
Title: Loving Lakes and Dunes: Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for Eight Archaeological Sites on NM 128, Eddy County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Eddy
LA number(s): 113042, 129214, 129 215, 129216, 129217, 129218, 129219, 129220, 129221, 129222, 129223, 129300
Project number: 41.833
Project name: Loving Lakes
No. of pages: 150
Subject: One twentieth-century nonresidential ranch complex; the other sites have prehistoric components defined by scatters of burned caliche and artifacts.

NOTE NUMBER: 384
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Paseo Gateway: Archaeological Testing of Six Sites in Rio Rancho, New Mexico State Trust Land, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: Testing
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 55498, 55499, 55500, 55501, 55504, 55505
Project number: 41.818
Project name: Paseo Gateway
No. of pages: 88
Subject: Five briefly occupied special-activity sites focused on the reduction of local lithic material; and one quarry consisting of raw material exposed on hilltops.

NOTE NUMBER: 385 [vols. 1–6]
Author: compiled by Post, Stephen S., and Richard C. Chapman
Title: Excavations along NM 22: Agricultural Adaptation from AD 500 to 1900 in the Northern Santo Domingo Basin, Sandoval County, New Mexico
v. 1. Introduction to the Peña Blanca Project and Excavation Results from the Small Sites or Small-Scale Investigations; 216 pp
by Nancy J. Akins, Jessica Badner, Byrd Bargmann, Eric Blinman, Linda J. Goodman, Jonathan Kaplan, Leslie D. McFadden, Kenneth L. Peterson, Stephen S. Post, Jeanne Schutt, John Ware

v. 2. Major Site Excavations at LA 265 and LA 6169; 328 pp
by Richard C. Chapman, J. Mark Sheppard, and Stephen S. Post

v. 3. Major Site Excavations at LA 6170 and LA 6171; 278 pp
by Nancy J. Akins and Jessica A. Badner

v. 4. Analytical Studies: Chronology, Ceramics, Stone Tools; 300 pp
by Stephen S. Post, C. Dean Wilson, Jeanne L. Schutt, Todd L. VanPool, and Jesse Murrell

v. 5. Analytical Studies: Fauna and Flora; 432 pp
by Nancy J. Akins, Susan Moga, Pamela McBride, Mollie Toll, Jessica Badner, and Richard Holloway

v. 6. Site Structure and Conclusions (w. References Cited and Appendices); 262 pp
by Jessica A. Badner, Stephen S. Post, Andrea J. Carpenter, Lori S. Reed, M. Steven Shackley, Ronna J. Bradley, Gary Smith, Nancy J. Akins

Date of project: 1998
Date of report: 2012
Type of project: Excavation
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 249, 265, 6169, 6170, 6171, 115862, 115863
Project number: 41.6491
Project name: Peña Blanca
No. of pages: 6 vols. (1816 pp total): v. 1, 216 pp; v. 2, 328 pp; v. 3, 278 pp; v. 4, 300 pp; v. 5, 432 pp.; v. 6, 262 pp
Subject: This report on the “Peña Blanca” project provides the cultural, historical, and environmental context and background, the research design, excavation reports on seven archaeological sites, analytical chapters, and a project synthesis. (6-volume series, compiled by Stephen S. Post and Richard C. Chapman: Excavations Along NM 22: Agricultural Adaptation from AD 500 to 1900 in the Northern Santo Domingo Basin, Sandoval County, New Mexico)

NOTE NUMBER: 386
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeological Documentation of the Zuni 21 Mine, Cibola National Forest, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2006
Type of project: Heritage resource inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 153533, 153534
Project number: 41.817
Project name: Zuni 21 Mine
No. of pages: 127
Subject: [RESTRICTED] An abandoned fluorspar mine and mining camp that operated between 1941 and 1953.

NOTE NUMBER: 387
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Jones Mine, Farmington, New Mexico
Date of project: 2006
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 156207
Project number: 41.844
Project name: Jones Mine
No. of pages: 70
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Five mine adits and their associated gob piles.

NOTE NUMBER: 388
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Stephen S. Post
Title: Paseo Gateway: Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for LA 55499 in Rio Rancho, New Mexico State Trust Land, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2007
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 55499
Project number: 41.818
Project name: Paseo Gateway Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 69
Subject: Sherd and lithic scatter.

NOTE NUMBER: 389
Author: Survey of Mine Sites in the Little Florida Mountains Mining District, Luna County, New Mexico
Title: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Date of project: 2007
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Luna
LA number(s): 156306, 156307, 156308, 156309, 156310
Project number: 41.845
Project name: Deming Mines
No. of pages: 45
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Five historic mine sites: shafts, adits, stopes, loadouts, powder houses, building foundations, a flume, waste piles, prospects, and exploratory trenches.

NOTE NUMBER: 390
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: The First Judicial District Courthouse Complex: Archaeological Investigations at LA 156207 in Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2007
Date of report: 2007
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 156207
Project number: 41.844
Project name: Judicial Complex
No. of pages: 70
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The site has three components: a Classic-period hearth; two refuse pits, a privy, and a concrete basement dating to statehood–World War II; and a recent demolition pit.

NOTE NUMBER: 391  
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.  
Title: An Archaeological Survey of 135.2 Acres near Ocate, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2007  
Date of report: 2011  
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Mora  
LA number(s): 157226  
Project number: 41.854  
Project name: Ocate 2  
No. of pages: 20  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A small, three-unit masonry structure.

NOTE NUMBER: 392  
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., and Matthew Barbour  
Title: Fuel-Break Survey of Valley of the Utes, Angel Fire, Colfax County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2007  
Date of report: 2007  
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Colfax  
LA number(s): 157710  
Project number: 41.858  
Project name: Valley of the Utes  
No. of pages: 23  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A cribbed-log lamb pen and aspen graffiti.

NOTE NUMBER: 393  
Author: Dello-Russo, Robert  
Title: The Acomita Interchange Improvements: Revised Archaeological Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for Four Archaeological Sites at the I-40 Exit 102, Cibola County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2007  
Date of report: 2007  
Type of project: Data recovery plan  
County: Cibola  
LA number(s): 54902, 89019, 108511, 149868  
Project number: 41.808  
Project name: Acomita Data recovery plan Revised  
No. of pages: 120  
Subject: Four sites with artifact scatters dating mainly to the Pueblo II period, two of which have Territorial components.

NOTE NUMBER: 394  
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.  
Title: Triple Six at Twin Lakes: Data Recovery Results from Five Sites along US 666, McKinley County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 1998  
Date of report: 2014  
Type of project: Excavation  
County: McKinley  
LA number(s): 394, 32964, 103446, 103447, 104106, 116035  
Project number: 41.659  
Project name: Twin Lakes  
No. of pages: 736  
Subject: LA 104106 and LA 32964 contained substantial intact cultural deposits. The most robust evidence of occupation dated to the early Basketmaker II, late Basketmaker III, and pre-Bosque Redondo periods. Evidence of Pueblo II–Pueblo III and post–Bosque Redondo occupation was documented mainly outside the area of potential effect.

NOTE NUMBER: 395  
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.  
Title: The First Judicial District Courthouse Complex: Research Design and Data Recovery Plan for LA 156207  
Date of project: 2007  
Date of report: 2008  
Type of project: Data recovery plan  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 156207  
Project number: 41.844  
Project name: Judicial Complex Data recovery plan  
No. of pages: 98  
Subject: Four features and a prehistoric horizon.

NOTE NUMBER: 396  
Author: Barbour, Matthew  
Title: Archaeological Testing and Data Recovery Plan for the Capitol Parking Structure Project, Santa Fe, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2008  
Date of report: 2008  
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 158037  
Project number: 41.859  
Project name: Capitol Parking Structure Data recovery plan  
No. of pages: 125  
Subject: Most of the features and cultural strata represent cycles of demolition and use associated with a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century residential neighborhood.

NOTE NUMBER: 397  
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora  
Title: The Coal Camps of Vermejo Park Ranch, Colfax County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2007-2008  
Date of report: 2010  
Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]  
County: Colfax
NOTE NUMBER: 398  [vols. 1-2]
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
Title: Prehistoric Camps along Lower Nash Draw: The NM 128 Project in Eastern Eddy County, New Mexico
v. 1 (ch. 1–23): Excavation and Analysis [part 1: Projectile Points and Chipped Stone; Texas Lithic Materials; Ground Stone Lithics and Ornaments]; 560 pp
v. 2 (ch. 24–27, Refs, App's): Analysis [part 2: Pottery; Botanical; Pollen; Fauna and Shell; Geomorphology; Radiocarbon (OxCal); Special Biological], Research Design, Summary and Conclusions, Refs, Appendixes; 487 pp
Date of project: 2006-2007
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Excavation
County: Eddy County
LA number(s): 113042, 129214, 129216, 129217, 129220, 129222, 129300
Project number: 41.833
Project name: Lower Nash Draw
No. of pages: 2 volumes (1047 pp total); v. 1 (i–xxii, 1–528), v. 2 (i–x, 529–1005)
Subject: Testing and data recovery at seven prehistoric sites and one historic site made necessary due to the widening and partial realignment of NM 128 from its junction with NM 31 to a point just beyond the turnoff to the Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) facility. (2-volume series: Prehistoric Camps along Lower Nash Draw: The NM 128 Project in Eastern Eddy County, New Mexico)

NOTE NUMBER: 399
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Archaeological Testing at the Watson and Fresquez Properties, Lincoln State Monument, Lincoln, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2008
Type of project: Excavation
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 8977
Project number: 41.863
Project name: Lincoln Testing
No. of pages: 57
Subject: A stone wall dating possibly to the 1930s and a 1878 acequia.

NOTE NUMBER: 400
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A.
Title: Heritage Resource Inventory of a Portion of the Zuni 27 Mine, Cibola National Forest, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2008
Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 159697
Project number: 41.869
Project name: Loving Lakes
No. of pages: 46
Subject: [RESTRICTED] An adit, stopes, shafts, a trench, wastepiles, loadouts, wooden frame structures, a structure area, bridges, and one trash area in a fluorspar mine and mining camp in operation from 1941 to 1953.

NOTE NUMBER: 401
Author: Dello-Russo, Robert, et al.
Title: [Caja del Rio Paleoindian Site]
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930
Project number: 41.849
Project name: Museum of Art Monitoring
No. of pages: 23
Subject: Monitoring of renovations at the East and West Sculpture Galleries.

NOTE NUMBER: 402
Author: Martinez, Guadalupe
Title: Archaeological Monitoring at the New Mexico Museum of Art Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930
Project number: 41.849
Project name: Museum of Art Monitoring
No. of pages: 23
Subject: Monitoring of renovations at the East and West Sculpture Galleries.

NOTE NUMBER: 403
Author: Matthew J. Barbour
Title: Urban Archaeology in the Capitol Complex Historic Neighborhood, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008–9
Date of report: 2012
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 158037
Project number: 41.862
Project name: Capitol Parking Facility Excavation
No. of pages: 489
Subject: Nine structures, 210 cultural features, and 23,188 artifacts and samples associated primarily with a
residential neighborhood dating to the later half of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

NOTE NUMBER: 404 [vols. 1–3; Final in prep.: vol. 3]

NOTE: volume subsections are presented here as per anticipated downloadable PDFs on the OAS website; bound editions may break differently.

Author: [varies by volume; see below]

Title: Land Use, Settlement, and Community in the Southern Tewa Basin

v. 1: Introduction to the US 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor Project
by Jeffrey L. Boyer

v. 2: Historic Sites and Site Components—The US 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor Project
by James L Moore

v. 3: Prehistoric Sites and Site Components—The US 84/285 Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor Project
by James L Moore

Date of project: 1998–2004

Date of reports:

v. 1: 2018 (released 2020)
v. 2: 2018 (released 2020)
v. 3: INTERIM DRAFT 2021 (Dec.); Final in prep.

Type of project: Excavation

County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 160, 388, 390, 391, 740, 750, 835, 3119, 4968, 6568, 6579, 84927, 89021, 101410, 111326, 111333, 138924, 138928, 145398

Project number: 41.678

Project name: Santa Fe–Pojoaque Corridor

No. of pages: [3 vol.; TOTAL pending]

v. 1—Intro (342 pp): (pp. i–xvi, 1–326)

v. 2—Historic/Multicomponent (934 pp):

Book One (314 pp): pp. i–xxiv, 1–290

v. 3—Prehistoric/Multicomponent (final pend. pp): [pend.]

v. 3: INTERIM DRAFT (Dec. 2021):

[All Text-Refs-Apps-Tables final; Figs. pending ch. 9-33]

Figures & Tables are in final configuration for Ch. 1-8; however, until the Ch. 9-33 Figures are available, their Tables are temporarily inserted as discrete folios after each of these chapters (and are not part of the Text pagination, but are all keyed within the Text).

Book One (566 pp*): pp. i–xlvi, 1–518 (ch.1–7)
Book Two (608 pp*): pp. i–xvi, 519–972 (ch.8–16)
Book Three (698 pp*): pp. i–xvi, 973–1260 (ch.17–25)
Book Four (632 pp*): pp. i–vi, 1261–1862 (ch.26–33,Refs,Apps)

* = 2,520 pp TOTAL, including Covers & the unpaginated Table folios for ch. 9-33 described above.

v. 3: FINAL, projected:

(@ all Figures & Tables final and in place)

Book One (566 pp): pp. i–xlvi, 1–518 (ch.1–7)
Book Two (664 pp): pp. i–xvi, 519–1166 (ch.8–16)
Book Four (648 pp): pp. i–vi, 1719–2360 (ch.26–33,Refs,Apps)

= 2,446 pp projected FINAL TOTAL (inc. all Frontmatter)

Subject: The investigations were associated with two separate highway projects along US 84/285: The Pojoaque South project, and the Santa Fe to Pojoaque Corridor project. Dates assigned to the nineteen sites investigated by these projects range from the Late Archaic to the Railroad period. The Late Archaic period dominated at LA 111333 and LA 138924. The late Developmental period was represented by components at 13 sites: LA 388, LA 390, LA 391, LA 740, LA 835, LA 3119, LA 6568, LA 6579, LA 84927, LA 89021, LA 111326, LA 138960, and LA 145398.

Coalition-period pottery was identified at several sites, but the only component from this period that was specifically investigated was at LA 138960. Classic-period components were found at four sites: LA 101410, LA 111333, LA 138960, and LA 145398. Historic Native American components occurred at two sites—LA 750 and LA 6568—although the former may have been mixed with older materials. Historic Euroamerican components were identified at five sites: LA 160, LA 835, LA 4968, LA 6579, and LA 138960. (3-volume series: Land Use, Settlement, and Community in the Southern Tewa Basin)

— STATUS TBD —

NOTE NUMBER: 405

Author: Lentz, Stephen C., et al.

Title: Archaeological Reconnaissance and Damage Assessment of 80 Acres on State Trust Land, San Miguel County, New Mexico

Date of project: 2008

Date of report: [7/DATE] [pdf status tbd]

Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]

County: San Miguel

LA number(s): 159578, 159579, 159580, 159582, 159585, 159706

Project number: 41.873

Project name: Ribera

No. of pages: 42

Subject: [RESTRICTED] The sites indicate sporadic short-term occupation of the area from the Paleoindian to historic times.

— STATUS TBD —

NOTE NUMBER: 406

Author: Akins, Nancy J.

Title: Rio Rancho City Center: Archaeological Inventory of 78.3 Acres in Rio Rancho on New Mexico State Trust Land, Sandoval County, New Mexico

Date of project: 2008

Date of report: [7/DATE] [pdf status tbd]

Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]

County: Sandoval

LA number(s): 152558, 160869, 160945, 160946

Project number: 41.882

Project name: Rio Rancho City Center

No. of pages: 56

Subject: [RESTRICTED] Two previously recorded sites, two newly discovered sites, and 100 isolated occurrences.
NOTE NUMBER: 407
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: Archaeological Site Reconnaissance and Assessment for the Pueblo of Pojoaque, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 61, 39959
Project number: 41.883
Project name: Pojoaque Pueblo Historic Sites
No. of pages: 52
Subject: [RESTRICTED] The location, extent, period(s) of occupation, and threats to the integrity of known archaeological sites on land administered by the Pueblo of Pojoaque.

NOTE NUMBER: 408
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Test Excavations and Data Recovery Plan for the La Villa Rivera/Marian Hall Complex (LA 161535) in Downtown Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 161535
Project number: 41.869
Project name: Drury Testing
No. of pages: 136
Subject: Testing revealed historic archaeological remains dating to the seventeenth and late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries.

NOTE NUMBER: 409
Author: Boyer, Jeffrey L., Guadalupe A. Martinez, and Donald E. Tatum
Title: Black Lake Tree-Thinning Project: Archaeological Survey near Black Lake, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 161629, 161630, 161631
Project number: 41.877
Project name: Black Lake
No. of pages: 52
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A modern Sun Dance ceremony site, a historic sheepherding camp, and three small rockshelters and a hunting blind.

NOTE NUMBER: 410
Author: Lentz, Stephen C., and Matthew J. Barbour
Title: Settlers and Soldiers: The Historic Component of El Pueblo de Santa Fe (LA 1051)
Date of project: 2005–2008
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 1051
Project number: 41.776
Project name: Santa Fe Convention Center History
No. of pages: 426
Subject: Archaeological findings associated with the Spanish Colonial, Mexican, American Territorial/Fort Marcy, and Statehood periods.

NOTE NUMBER: 411
Author: Troxler, Raul, and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Limited Archaeological Testing at LA 86797 along NM 547, Cibola County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1997
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Testing
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 86797
Project number: 41.451
Project name: Lobo Canyon Testing
No. of pages: 32
Subject: Lithic artifact concentration of unknown cultural/temporal affiliation.

NOTE NUMBER: 412
Author: Barbour, Matthew J.
Title: Archaeological Monitoring of the Installation of Seven Light Posts on the Santa Fe Plaza in Downtown Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008-2009
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 80000
Project number: 41.887
Project name: Plaza Light Post Monitoring
No. of pages: 25
Subject: Three discrete strata and twelve artifacts.

NOTE NUMBER: 413
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Excavations at Gonzales Elementary School, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 134297
Project number: 41.899
Project name: Gonzales School
No. of pages: 36
Subject: A historic cobble foundation and post foundations, and
a burned stratum with mixed prehistoric and modern materials.

NOTE NUMBER: 414
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Testing and Data Recovery Plan for Five Archaeological Sites along US 285 South of Tres Piedras, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Taos
LA number(s): 74879, 144951, 160196, 160201, 160203
Project number: 41.900
Project name: Tres Piedras Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 62
Subject: Preliminary assessment of the sections of sites that fall within the construction zone.

— STATUS TBD —

NOTE NUMBER: 415 (& cf. 457)
Author: Badner, Jessica A.
Title: “CNMA”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: Testing and research design
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.880
Project name: Center for New Mexico Archaeology
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 416
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., Dorothy A. Zamora, and Don Tatum
Title: Testing Results and Data Recovery Plan for Sites along US 54, near Oscura, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Testing and data recovery plan
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 114462, 86738, 120972, 120973
Project number: 41.894
Project name: Oscura Testing
No. of pages: 62
Subject: Historic railroad maintenance camp, prehistoric artifact scatter, and prehistoric ceramic sherd and lithic artifact site.

NOTE NUMBER: 417
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Data Recovery at Three Archaeological Sites for the Acomita Interchange Improvements Project
Date of project: 2008-9
Date of report: 2009
Type of project: Data recovery
County: Cibola
LA number(s): 54902, 89019, 108511, 149868
Project number: 41.808
Project name: Acomita Interchange
No. of pages: 138
Subject: A small prehistoric Pueblo II–phase site; a multicomponent site in a deflated dune and exposed bedrock outcrop; an extensive, low-density sherd and artifact scatter; and an ethnohistorical study of the area.

NOTE NUMBER: 418
Author: Moga, Susan
Title: An Archaeological Survey at the Harding Pegmatite Mine, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: Mine survey SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Taos
LA number(s): 164014
Project number: 41.903
Project name: Harding Pegmatite Mine
No. of pages: 36
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Nineteen features associated with mining operations between 1900 and 1958.

— STATUS TBD — [undated Word file in hand. DRAFT?]
NOTE NUMBER: 419
Author: Badner, Jessica A.
Title: Palace of the Governors (LA 4451): Archaeological Monitoring in the Print Shop and Security Office and Testing Beneath the Former Carriage Portal
Date of project: 2008-2009
Date of report: [?/DATE] [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 4451, ( and 111322?)
NOTE NUMBER: 420
Author: Montoya, Richard
Title: Monitoring of Excavations at the Commanding Officer’s Quarters, Fort Stanton, Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 8744
Project number: 41.896
Project name: Fort Stanton Monitoring
No. of pages: 20
Subject: No cultural features were observed during monitoring.

NOTE NUMBER: 421
Author: Hannaford, Charles A.
Title: Paseo Gateway: Data Recovery at a Lithic Procurement Site in Rio Rancho, Sandoval County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2007
Date of report: [?/DATE] [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Excavation
County: Sandoval
LA number(s): 55499
Project number: 41.818
Project name: Rio Rancho Excavation
No. of pages: 101
Subject: A lithic procurement site of long-term and repeated low-intensity use.

NOTE NUMBER: 422 [vol. I–II]
Author: Badner, Jessica A., Matthew J. Barbour, and Chris T. Wenker
Title: From Acequias to Industry, the Archaeology of Neighborhood and Infrastructure at the Santa Fe Railyard
v. I: Excavation, Analysis, Synthesis
v. II: Appendices
Date of project: 2004–2006
Date of report: 2014
Type of project: Testing and Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
   Tested: 120957, 146402, 146403, 146404, 146405, 146406, 146407, 146408, 146409, 146410, 146411, 146412, 146413, 146414, 146415, 146416, 146417, 146418, 149909, 149910, 149911, 149912, 149913, 149914, 149915, 149916, 149917, 149918, 149919, 153441, 153442
   Excavated: 120957, 146402, 146403, 146405, 146407, 146408, 146410, 146411, 146412, 146413, 146414, 146415, 146416, 146417, 146418, 149909, 149910, 149911, 149912, 149913, 149914, 149915, 149916, 149917, 149918, 149919, 153441, 153442

NOTE NUMBER: 423
Author: Barbour, Matthew J., and Charles A. Hannaford
Title: Testing and Data Recovery at Five Archaeological Sites along US 285 between Mileposts 372 and 379.32, South of Tres Piedras, Taos County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Excavation
County: Taos
LA number(s): 74879, 144951, 160196, 160201, 160203
Project number: 41.900
Project name: Tres Piedras Excavation
No. of pages: 176
Subject: Four of the sites contain flaked stone assemblages from various time periods related to hunting.

NOTE NUMBER: 424
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: Data Recovery Results from the First Judicial District Courthouse Complex, LA 156207, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2008–2009
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 156207
Project number: 41.844
Project name: Judicial Complex Excavation
No. of pages: 324
Subject: Five intact post-contact features including two refuse pits containing railroad-era debris, a ca. 1933–1940 refuse pit and privy vault, and an irrigation channel. A precontact horizon (AD 1275–1400) represented a small residential complex.
NOTE NUMBER: 425
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeological Survey of the San Pedro Mines and Placer Fields of Golden, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009
Date of report: 2013
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 16305, 142711, 142711, 142713, 142714, 142715, 142716, 163695
Project number: 41.886
Project name: Golden
No. of pages: 402
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Eight sites included the historic townsite and mines of San Pedro, mine workings on San Pedro Mountain, and the placer fields at Golden and several claims.

NOTE NUMBER: 426
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Addendum to an Archaeological Survey in the Cerrillos Hills on or adjacent to the Bonanza Creek Ranch, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 75342, 75365, 113085, 156040, 156049, 158646, 166885, 166886, 166887, 166888
Project number: 41.910
Project name: Cerrillos Hills Addendum
No. of pages: 48
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Four previously unrecorded sites in the Cerrillos Mining District.

NOTE NUMBER: 427
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Cleveland Mine Workings in the Pinos Altos Mining District, Grant County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Grant
LA number(s): 167597, 167598
Project number: 41.916
Project name: Pinos Altos
No. of pages: 80
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Features associated with mining operations at the Cleveland Mill between 1860 and 1922.

NOTE NUMBER: 428
Author: Lakatos, Steven A.
Title: Results of Archaeological Monitoring at the First Judicial District Courthouse Complex, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 156207, 167408
Project number: 41.905
Project name: DB Stephens Monitoring
No. of pages: 107
Subject: A previously unrecorded site (LA 167408) consisted of post–European contact features, including a Territorial- to early Statehood-period roadway, an irrigation channel, and a mixed deposit containing pre– and post–European contact cultural material.

NOTE NUMBER: 429
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Archaeological Investigations at the Hansonburg Mining District, near Bingham, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2010
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Socorro
LA number(s): 5155, 168249, 168250, 168251
Project number: 41.907
Project name: Hansonburg
No. of pages: 70
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Forty-six historic mine-related features.

NOTE NUMBER: 430
Author: Moore, James L., Nancy J. Akins, Robert Dello-Russo, and Stephen S. Post
Title: A Research Design for the Archaeological Investigation of 14 Sites at Spaceport America, Sierra County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Research design
County: Sierra
LA number(s): 111420, 111421, 111422, 111429, 111432, 111435, 112370, 112371, 112374, 155963, 155964, 155968, 155969, 156877
Project number: 41.922
Project name: Spaceport Data Recovery Plan
No. of pages: 226
Subject: A plan for the archaeological investigation of 14 sites at Spaceport America.

NOTE NUMBER: 431
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: Archaeological Investigations of the Dandee Coal Mine (LA 168675) and LA 168675 in Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 168675, 168676
Project number: 41.922
Project name: Tierra Amarilla
No. of pages: 32
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Features associated with mining operations between 1944 and 1955.

NOTE NUMBER: 432
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Additional Survey in the Coal Camps of Vermejo Park Ranch, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 57193, 57196, 158076, 158077, 158078, 158079
Project number: 41.851
Project name: Vermejo Addendum
No. of pages: 78
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Survey on private property of historic coal camps.

NOTE NUMBER: 433
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: A Pan, a Spoon, a Bell, and a Gun: Limited Test Excavations for Facility Improvements at Rancho de los Luceros (LA 37549), Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010–2011
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Testing
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 37549, 122393
Project number: 41.881
Project name: Los Luceros Testing
No. of pages: 84
Subject: Two components consisting of late Territorial (AD 1800–1880) and Rio Grande Classic (AD 1325–1450) deposits.

NOTE NUMBER: 434
Author: Maxwell, Timothy D.
Title: The Medanales North Project: Final Report on the 1986 Excavation
Date of project: 1986
Date of report: in prep.
Type of project: Excavation
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): 6595, 48672, 48675, 48676, 48677, 48678, 48679, 48680, 48681, 49452
Project number: 41.374
Project name: Medanales NMDOT
No. of pages: [PENDING]
Subject: Across the 10 sites investigated, human activity is represented from 800 BC to the mid-twentieth century, or around 2,000 years of use and reuse. Chipped stone tool-making activities dominate in sites from 800 BC–AD 1500, local Puebloan populations exploited the land for agrarian purposes from AD 1270–1500, and there is a specific example of a historic-period homestead—a potential remnant of the Tierra Azul community—from the Territorial period. Most lithic sites consisted of single temporal occupations, however LA 48676 had repeated visits over a long time period.

NOTE NUMBER: 435
Author: Akins, Nancy J., and James L. Moore
Title: Test Excavations at Eight Sites at the Spaceport America Facility, Sierra County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2012
Type of project: Testing
County: Sierra
LA number(s): 111420, 111421, 111422, 111429, 111432, 111435, 112370, 112371, 112374, 155963, 155964, 155968, 155969, 156877
Project number: 41.922
Project name: Spaceport Testing
No. of pages: 181
Subject: Testing at eight sites to determine National Register eligibility and plan future excavations.

NOTE NUMBER: 436
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Oakes, Yvonne R.
Title: Adaptations in the Northern Jornada Mogollon: Four Sites on US 54, Carrizozo, New Mexico
Date of project: 2009–2010
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Excavation
County: Lincoln and Otero
LA number(s): 114462, 120972, 120973, 130331
Project number: 41.894
Project name: Carrizozo
No. of pages: 425
Subject: Testing and data recovery at four archaeological sites (three prehistoric and one historic) along US 54 in Lincoln and Otero counties. Work was completed for the New Mexico Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration following the proposal that shoulders and lanes be replaced and widened between Milepost 107 and Milepost 119, between Carrizozo and Three Rivers.

NOTE NUMBER: 437
Author: Moga, Susan M., and Stephen S. Post
Title: Monitoring at the Former PERA Building, LA 168891, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2010
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Monitoring [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 168891
Project number: 41.927
Project name: PERA Monitoring
NOTE NUMBER: 438
Author: Barbour, Matthew J.
Title: Archaeological Data Recovery Plan for the Executive Office Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2007
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 158037
Project number: 41.930
Project name: Executive Office Building Data recovery plan
No. of pages: 117
Subject: Deposits associated with a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century residential neighborhood.

NOTE NUMBER: 442
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Archaeological and Historical Study of the School for Advanced Research Campus at 660, 666, and 679 Garcia Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2011
Type of project: Inventory
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 171238, 171239, 171240, 171241, 171242, 171243, 171244, 171245
Project number: 41.935
Project name: SAR Study
No. of pages: 169
Subject: Eight archaeological sites consisting of refuse concentrations, water-retention dams, the Lambert corral and pens, and swales or ruts. Eleven buildings were also examined to outline their origins and subsequent changes between 1923 and 2011.

NOTE NUMBER: 443
Author: Oakes, Yvonne R., and Dorothy A. Zamora
Title: Archaeological Survey of the Southern Road at Spaceport America, Doña Ana and Sierra Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2013
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Doña Ana, Sierra
LA number(s): 51205, 80078, 110391, 110392, 110393, 110394, 110395, 110396, 110397, 110398, 110399, 110904, 111000, 138373, 156860, 156865, 156867, 156868, 161043, 171583, 171584, 171585, 171586, 171590, 171591, 171592, 171595, 171596, 171597, 171598, 171599, 172102, 172103, 173392
Project number: 41.936
Project name: Southern Road
No. of pages: 368
Subject: [RESTRICTED] Thirty-two sites, including chipped stone artifact scatters, fire-cracked rock concentrations, historical remains of railroad sidings, and remnants of El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro.

NOTE NUMBER: 444
NOTE NUMBER: 446
Author: Lentz, Stephen C.
Title: Results of a Monitoring Program for CenturyLink, Inc., along East Palace Avenue and Marian Hall, City of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2012
Date of report: 2012
Type of project: Monitoring, Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none
Project number: 41.940
Project name: CenturyLink Monitoring
No. of pages: 58
Subject: A 122 ft. utility trench and bore hole in a parcel of private property owned by Drury Hotels, Inc., within the Historic Downtown Archaeological District of Santa Fe, NM, required monitoring and excavation for cultural deposits, per City of Santa Fe ordinance. Apart from scattered turn-of-the-century Euroamerican and native artifacts lacking contextual integrity, no intact cultural resources were encountered. The scattered artifacts were present for about 100 ft of the trench, especially where it paralleled Sena Plaza to the south. These consisted of bone (faunal), ceramics (both native and historic), and glass and metal dating from the seventeenth century to the turn-of-the-twentieth-century, with a light scatter of 13th- and 14th-century prehistoric native materials and two historic-period strike-a-lights. Artifacts from the bore hole consisted of 1950s construction debris, native ceramics dating to the 17th and 18th centuries, and Euroamerican ceramics, metal, glass, and bricks from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. A feature was encountered in the bore hole at 60 cm below the present ground surface; it consisted of a parallel row of bricks, representing a landscaping detail either associated with the 1880s “sanatorium” or the turn-of-the-20th-century convent/dormitory component of Marian Hall.

NOTE NUMBER: 447
Author: Barbour, Matthew J., Richard H. Montoya, and Mary Y. Weahkee
Title: An Archaeological Assessment and Monitoring Plan for the PERA Archaeological Survey of the Northern Portion of Cookes Range, Luna County, New Mexico
v. I: Survey & Site Reports; Interpretations, Conclusions, and Recommendations
v. II: Appendixes
Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2014
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Luna
LA number(s): 50090, 50096, 51763, 172069, 172070, 172071, 172072, 172073, 172074, 172075, 172076, 172077, 172078, 172079, 172080, 172081, 172083, 172084, 172085, 172086, 172087, 172088, 172089, 172090, 172091, 172092, 172093, 172094, 172095
Project number: 41.929
Project name: Cookes Peak
No. of pages: 2 volumes (794 pp total); v. I (i–xx, 1–464), v. II (i–ii, 465–774)
Subject: [RESTRICTED] 4,763-acre survey for Abandoned Mine Land (AML) program/EMNRO focused on mining features in the Cookes Range in southwestern NM, near Deming. Twenty-nine sites—from small prehistoric and protohistoric Native American flaked stone scatter to largescale hard-rock mining communities dating to the 19th and 20th centuries—were documented. The three largest sites, Cooks (LA 50096), Hadley (LA 172093), and Jose (LA 50090), represent sub-districts within the Cookes Peak Mining District, which flourished at the turn of the twentieth century. (Two-volume series: In the Shadow of Standing Mountain: An Archaeological Survey of the Northern Portion of Cookes Range, Luna County, New Mexico)

NOTE NUMBER: 448
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Gerry Raymond
Title: Cultural Resource Survey for the Proposed Replacement of Bridge 3457 across the Cimarron River, Springer, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2012
Date of report: 2012
Type of project: Literature review / monitoring plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 4450
Project number: 41.947
Project name: PERA Monitoring
No. of pages: 99
Subject: Assessment in advance of construction of a pedestrian shelter and ramps, curbs, and gutters.
NOTE NUMBER: 449
Author: Zamora, Dorothy A., and Karen Wening
Title: Addendum to Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Southern Road, Doña Ana and Sierra Counties, New Mexico
Date of project: 2012
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Doña Ana
LA number(s): 110393, 172905
Project number: 41.954
Project name: Southern Road Addendum
No. of pages: 30
Subject: [RESTRICTED] This document is an addendum to AN 443 (Oakes and Zamora 2013). That field project, completed in November 2011, involved the survey of 23.6 miles of right-of-way for the proposed Southern Road, in the Jornada del Muerto in south-central New Mexico. This report concerns a proposed alternate route for one segment of the Southern Road. One new archaeological site (LA 172905) and 15 isolated manifestations were encountered and documented. LA 172905 consists of a fire-cracked rock concentration (Feature 1), a sparse lithic scatter, and a mano. Also, the boundaries for LA 110393—a large chipped stone artifact scatter with 11 thermal rock features—were expanded.

NOTE NUMBER: 452
Author: Barbour, Matthew J., and Tatum, Donald E.
Title: Horseshoes and Potsherds: The 2012 Archaeological Investigation at Fort Sumner, Bosque Redondo State Monument, De Baca County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2012
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED], Testing
County: De Baca County
LA number(s): 8777
Project number: 41.945
Project name: Bosque Redondo
No. of pages: 80
Subject: [RESTRICTED] OAS conducted an archaeological survey and testing in preparation for a ground disturbance project at Fort Sumner/Bosque Redondo State Monument. The area of land considered for the project was known to have housed three structures associated with the Fort Sumner military installation. To ascertain whether any cultural deposits or features were present, OAS conducted a pedestrian survey of the project area and excavated four test trenches.

NOTE NUMBER: 453 [vols. 1–2]
Author: Moore, James L., and Nancy J. Akins
Title: 10,000 Years of Transient Occupation in the Jornada Del Muerto: Excavations at Eight Sites at the Spaceport America Facility, Sierra County, New Mexico
Date of project: 1961, 2009
v. 1 (ch. 1–15): Background, Site Descriptions, Laboratory Analysis [part 1: Chipped Stone; Ground Stone & Ornaments]; 456 pp

v. 2 (ch. 16–26; Refs & App’s): Laboratory Analysis [part 2: Faunal; Ethnobotanical; Ceramic; Radiocarbon], Syntheses and Supporting Studies, Refs, Appendixes; 470 pp

Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2014
Type of project: Excavation
County: Sierra
LA number(s): 111422, 111429, 111435, 155963, 155964, 155968, 155969, 156877
Project number: 41.917
Project name: Spaceport
No. of pages: 2 volumes (926 pp total); v. 1 (i–xxvi, 1–430), v. 2 (i–ii, 431–898)

Subject: Study demonstrates a long series of Prehistoric-through Historic-period occupations at these sites, beginning at least as early as the Folsom period (LA 111429, LA 155963, and LA 155968), and including the Archaic period (LA 111435, LA 155963, and possibly LA 156877), the Late Archaic/Mesilla-phase transition (LA 111429 and LA 155963), the Mesilla phase (LA 111422, LA 111429, LA 111435, LA 155963, LA 155969, and possibly LA 155969), the Doña Ana/ El Paso phase transition (LA 155963), and the Protohistoric to early Historic periods (LA 111429, LA 155963, LA 155964, and LA 155968), (2-volume series; 10,000 Years of Transient Occupation in the Jornada Del Muerto: Excavations at Eight Sites at the Spaceport America Facility, Sierra County, New Mexico)

NOTE NUMBER: 454
Author: Barbour, Matthew J.
Title: A Survey of Seeley Canyon: An Addendum Report on the Coal Camps of Vermejo Park Ranch, Colfax County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2012
Date of report: 2013
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Colfax
LA number(s): 57193, 158078
Project number: 41.965
Project name: Seeley
No. of pages: 182

Subject: [RESTRICTED] [UNCORRECTED PROOF] In the course of construction activities at Vermejo Park Ranch—previously surveyed by OAS for the Abandoned Mines Land Program (AML; AN 397, AN 432)—it became apparent that the original surface inventory overlooked some archaeological features. The resurvey activity encompassed portions of both the Blossburg (LA 57193) and Gardiner (LA 158078) town sites and resulted in the documentation of 300 archaeological manifestations, including 201 previously undocumented features, 80 previously recorded features, and 19 artifact concentrations. Many, if not all, of the industrial features appear to be associated with the Blossburg No. 1 and Old Dutchman coal mines, which operated between the early 1880s and early 1900s. Spatially associated residential/commercial complexes are inferred to be contemporaneous based on the presence of temporally diagnostic artifacts.

NOTE NUMBER: 456
Author: Akins, Nancy J., Matthew J. Barbour, Robert Dello-Russo, and Stephen C. Lentz
Title: LA 159879: A Late Archaic/Early Agricultural Period Site in the Mimbres Boson, Near Deming, Luna County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011
Date of report: 2015 [note: AN 456 was reissued summer 2017 in the NMDOT Cultural Resource Technical Series, 2015-3, with a replacement report cover; balance of content remains per this OAS 2015 edition]
Type of project: Excavation
County: Luna
LA number(s): 159879
Project number: 41.928
Project name: Deming
No. of pages: 328 pp total (i–xviii, 1–310)
Subject: Late Archaic/Early Agricultural-period base camp, where occupants exploited both wild and domestic plant species growing along the floodplain of the Mimbres River. Notably, cotton pollen was identified beneath a ground stone artifact associated with an ephemeral structure; the most accurate dates recovered for the structure were between 897 and 774 cal BC (2 sigma). This indirect date for cotton is consistent with early cotton dates in southeast Arizona and may currently be the oldest evidence of domesticated cotton in New Mexico.
Radiocarbon dates for the corn remains are 758–429 cal BC (2 sigma).

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)  {} (& cf. 415)
NOTE NUMBER: 457
Author: Badner, Jessica
Title: “CNMA”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: Excavation
County:
LA number(s):
Project number: 7/41.880
Project name: CNMA/BLM-OAS
No. of pages:
Subject: 

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 458
Author: Tatum, Donald E.
Title: “Sculpture garden”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.963
Project name: Sculpture garden/ Surroundings-LandscapeArchit
No. of pages:
Subject: 

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 459
Author: Wening, Karen, and Susan M. Moga
Title: “San Augustin Pass”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.978
Project name: San Augustin Pass/NMDOT
No. of pages:
Subject: 

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)  {} (& cf. 465, 466)
NOTE NUMBER: 463
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: “Torcido Loop”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County:
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.982
Project name: Torcido Loop
No. of pages:
Subject: [RESTRICTED]

NOTE NUMBER: 464
Author: Hannaford, Charles A., and Rick Montoya
Title: Archaeological Inventory of 11.27 Kilometers (7 Miles) Along Interstate 25 Between Mile Posts 300 and 307, Between Glorieta and Rowe, Santa Fe and San Miguel Counties, New Mexico
Project number: 41.995  
Project name: Glorieta to Rowe  
No. of pages: 256  
Subject: [RESTRICTED] A 7-mile long cultural resource survey along the I-25 corridor between milepost 300 and 307, conducted in preparation for NMDOT vegetation management. It's been noted that few other places in New Mexico have more prehistoric and historic events associated with them than this stretch of highway between Glorieta and Rowe. The cultural manifestations documented in the Area of Potential Effect (APE) between the ROW fences consist of 30 new sites and 135 isolated occurrences (IO). An additional five previously recorded sites were visited and updated. Ten previously recorded sites could not be relocated. Sites range from Anasazi (LA 108992 and LA 108999) to Euroamerican single-family residence (LA 108995) to Euroamerican single-residence structures (LA 108992 and LA 108999). Longer seasonal occupations that utilized field houses, or Statehood-related structures such as homesteads, or historic railroad and road-associated phenomena may be observed in LA 177122, LA 177127, LA 177130, LA 177132, LA 177133, LA 177134, LA 177135, LA 177136, LA 177137, LA 177138, LA 177139, LA 177140, LA 177141, LA 177142, LA 177143, LA 177144, LA 177145, LA 177146, LA 177147, LA 177148, LA 177149, LA 177150.

NOTE NUMBER: 467  
Author: Blinman, Eric  
Title: The Santa Fe County District Attorney Complex  
Renovation: Research Design and Data Recovery Plan at LA 156207, Santa Fe County, New Mexico  
Date of project: 2014-2016  
Date of report: 2016  
Type of project: Data recovery plan  
County: Santa Fe  
LA number(s): 156207  
Project number: 41.1009  
Project name: District Attorney Complex  
No. of pages: 92  
Subject: A research design and data recovery plan for additional investigations at LA 156207 in the vicinity of the previously uninvestigated Santa Fe County District Attorney Complex. Reconnaissance of the then-proposed First Judicial District Courthouse location (AN 390) identified cultural resources in a series of backhoe trenches, resulting in the definition of site LA 156207. During courthouse construction, liquid hydrocarbon contamination of the construction site required remediation, and after data recovery had been completed, archaeological monitoring was carried out for remediation pipeline trenches and well locations outside of the Santa Fe County parcel (AN 428). The monitoring identified an additional archaeological site (LA 167408) to the southeast of the courthouse and a series of historic and pre-contact features and deposits on private land to the north. The private land features and deposits were continuous with those within the courthouse parcel, and the LA 156207 site boundary was extended to the north as a result of the monitoring effort. With the completion of the First Judicial District Courthouse complex, Santa Fe County has initiated plans for renovation of the District Attorney Complex building and immediately adjacent grounds. Most of the renovation involves the building interiors, but the architectural plan has identified three areas of subsurface disturbance. The first area is adjacent to an apparent historic cobble foundation (AN 428:52) and also approximately 10 m to the south of pre-contact deposits and a cluster of features including a burial, a small pit structure, and a possible surface structure (AN 428:37-43). It is also likely that intact cultural resources, pre-contact and historic, are present in the vicinity of the proposed security fence.
NOTE NUMBER: 468
Author: Akins, Nancy J., James L. Moore, C. Dean Wilson
Title: Data Recovery Plan For Coyote Canyon Rockshelter (LA 139965) Along NM 434, Mora County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2014
Date of report: 2014
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Mora
LA number(s): 139965
Project number: 41.1011
Project name: Coyote Canyon Rockshelter
No. of pages: 56
Subject: LA 139965 consists of two small rock shelters that could have cultural material representing Prehistoric-, Protohistoric-, and Historic-period occupations. The site was first recorded by Marshall and Marshall in 2003 as a multicomponent site that occupies an area 60 m long at the base of a cliff. It includes two small rockshelters they named Coyote Canyon Rockshelter and talus areas with cultural material. Potential occupations include Jicarilla Apache, Puebloan, and Anglo or Hispanic groups (2004:39). The initial survey for this project located another site (a historic lumber camp and ranch headquarters) and nine isolated occurrences (IOs) within a three-mile (4.8 km) radius of the site. Only one other prehistoric site was recorded during the survey, LA 139968, a cobble pile with two metates dating to the prehistoric or Protohistoric period, is just outside the town of Mora (Marshall and Marshall 2004:5, 7). Given the lack of information on this area, excavations at LA 139965 should provide important information on the early history and prehistory of Coyote Canyon.

NOTE NUMBER: 469
Author: Badner, Jessica A., and Richard H. Montoya
Title: Archaeological Monitoring at LA 930 along the Foundation of St. Francis Auditorium, in the West Sculpture Garden of the New Mexico Museum of Art, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2013
Date of report: 2014
Type of project: Monitoring plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930
Project number: 41.985
Project name: Art Museum
No. of pages: 48
Subject: Monitor a hand-excavated trench for the placement of a subterranean structural support along the exterior of the west wall of the New Mexico Museum of Art's West Sculpture Garden/107 West Palace Ave. in downtown Santa Fe. Recovery of historic artifacts dispersed throughout four cultural strata that dated from the late 19th century to the early 20th century. Excavation also resulted in the identification of a single subterranean brick feature.

NOTE NUMBER: 470
Author: Moga, Susan M., and Richard H. Montoya
Title: Archaeological Inventory of the Dandee Coal Mine and LA 168676 in Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2014
Date of report: 2017
Type of project: Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Rio Arriba
LA number(s): LA 168675, LA 168676
Project number: 41.1020
Project name: Dandee Mines /aka Dandee ADDENDUM (resurvey)
No. of pages: 54
Subject: [RESTRICTED] OAS conducted an archaeological survey of 13.05 acres on private property in Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba County, on Oct. 20 and 21, 2014, pursuant to the Abandoned Mines Land Program’s (AML) proposal to secure selected potentially hazardous mine openings and install bat compatible closures at designated sites. OAS does not consider LA 168675 and LA 168676 eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places as mining features and surface artifacts recorded at these sites are not likely to yield additional information beyond the scope of the field survey and associated archival research.

NOTE NUMBER: 471
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: Archaeological Monitoring of an Erosion Control Project at LA 126142, in Madrid, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2015
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 126142
Project number: 41.1008
Project name: Madrid Monitoring
No. of pages: 86
Subject: OAS performed archaeological monitoring for the New Mexico Abandoned Mine Land (AML) Program Erosion Control Maintenance and Stabilization Project in Madrid, Santa Fe County, New Mexico. AML proposed a comprehensive plan to manage storm water runoff in the Madrid Historic District. Monitoring included the rehabilitation of a historic concrete box culvert and a railroad switch, both associated with mining operations that occurred in Madrid between 1893 and 1950.

NOTE NUMBER: 472 [vols. 1–3]
Author: Post, Stephen S.
Title: Excavations for the New Mexico History Museum (LA 111322): 350 Years of Occupation and Changing Land Use Behind the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, New Mexico
v. 1: Excavation Results, Data Analysis, and Interpretation
v. 2: Figures
v. 3: Tables
Date of project: 2002-2004
NOTE NUMBER: 473
Author: Moga, Susan M., and Ann L. W. Stodder
Title: Excavation of Six Test Pits at LA 3546, U.S. Veterans Hospital No. 55, Fort Bayard, Grant County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2015
Date of report: 2015
Type of project: Testing, excavation
County: Grant
LA number(s): 3546
Project number: 41.1022
Project name: Fort Bayard Excavation
No. of pages: 96
Subject: OAS excavated six test pits at U.S. Veterans Hospital No. 55 at Fort Bayard in Grant County and New Mexico General Services Division made clear their plans to demolish the three-story hospital constructed in 1922 as a tuberculosis treatment center. Archaeological testing and excavation was conducted to determine whether intact deposits or foundations of earlier Fort Bayard buildings were present within the demolition zone. No intact deposits or foundations were encountered in the test excavations.

NOTE NUMBER: 475
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: Class III Archaeological Survey for the Jacona Collection Site, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2015
Date of report: 2015
Type of project: SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 183295
Project number: 41.894
Project name: Jacona Collection Site
No. of pages: 54
Subject: [RESTRICTED] OAS conducted an archaeological survey on Jacona Land Grant land in anticipation of construction of the Jacona Collection Site by the Santa Fe County Public Works Department. Twenty-four acres were surveyed with one site, one feature, and seven isolated occurrences being located. The site was a dump area utilized from the mid-1950s to the early 1960s; the feature was a trench cut-arroyo with modern trash and asphalt deposits. Isolated occurrences consisted of prehistoric ceramics and chipped stone.

NOTE NUMBER: 476
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Early Santa Fe: Data Recovery for Drury Southwest at the La Villa Rivera/Marian Hall Complex, City of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011–2014

NOTE NUMBER: 477
Author: Badner, Jessica A., and James L. Moore
Title: Data Recovery Plan for 2.35 Acres of Land within LA 144329 in the Griffin/Grant Triangle Neighborhood, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 144329

NOTE NUMBER: 478
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Early Santa Fe: Data Recovery for Drury Southwest at the La Villa Rivera/Marian Hall Complex, City of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2011–2014
Pueblo peoples hunting deer and smaller animals. Use by Jicarilla Apaches and other more transient groups is more difficult to discern, but evidence for later occupation by Hispanic sheepherders and possibly by Anglo travelers is present as well.

--- STATUS TBD --- (NO db entry)

NOTE NUMBER: 478
Author: Akins, Nancy J.
Title: Coyote Canyon Rockshelter (LA 139965): A Specialized Hunting Camp Along NM 434, Mora County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2014
Date of report: 2017 [NOTE: AN 477 was reissued summer 2017 in the NMDOT Cultural Resource Technical Series, 2017-1, with this replacement report cover; balance of content remains per the original OAS 2017 edition]
Type of project: Excavation
County: Mora
LA number(s): LA 139965
Project number: 41.1011
Project name: Coyote Canyon Rockshelter
No. of pages: 524 (pp. i–xviii, 1–506)
Subject: Located along NM 434 in Mora County, on the eastern edge of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, the general vicinity of Coyote Canyon Rockshelter is complex both environmentally and culturally, as was the site itself. Actually comprising multiple shelters, the steeply set site is about 50 m (164 ft) west of Coyote Creek, at the base of a volcanic cliff at an elevation of 2,347 m (7,700 ft). Past roadwork as well as sedimentary deposition had disturbed the site area, and so a selective sampling strategy was chosen to maximize the data that might be extracted prior to NMDOT’s additional planned improvements to the roadway. The earliest evidence of site use is the presence of four En Medio points, which date to the Late Archaic period, ca. 800 BC–AD 400. Radiocarbon results and ceramic and projectile point data indicate site use from at least AD 500 until AD 1400, and again in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Both ceramics and chipped stone artifacts indicate the strongest links with the Taos area, to the north, however rare items, such as a single Cibola White Ware sherd and Narbona Pass and Zuni spotted cherts, also point to ties to the west. A few instances of rock art were not datable, but are preserved for future investigators as they are just outside the mitigation zone. Ultimately, evidence suggests that LA 139965 was primarily used as a seasonal base camp for Ancestral

[PROJECT CANCELED (480 was Tunstall DRP); AN to be re-assigned]

NOTE NUMBER: 480
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: Data Recovery Plan for a Leach Line at the Tunstall Store (LA 8977), Lincoln County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Data recovery plan
County: Lincoln
LA number(s): 8977
Project number: 41.1052
Project name: Tunstall Store Lincoln County
No. of pages: 48

...
Subject: Data recovery plan investigations north of the Tunstall Store in Lincoln in preparation for the installation of a leach line. Territorial Period artifact assemblages were anticipated, but the presence of Native American artifacts could not be ruled out.

[PROJECT CANCELED (481 was held for Tunstall data recovery report [see DRP @ 480]); AN to be re-assigned]

NOTE NUMBER: 481
Author:
Title:
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number:
No. of pages:
Subject:

[PROJECT ON HOLD; (NO db entry)] (& cf AN 486)
NOTE NUMBER: 482
Author:
Title: "Milan Shooting Range"
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: [Data recovery plan?] Excavation
County:
LA number(s):
Project number:
Project name: Milan Shooting Range
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 483
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: Monitoring Results for the Replacement of a Comcast Conduit, on Otero Street, Santa Fe, NM
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2016 [pdf status tbd]
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none
Project number: 41.1053
Project name: Comcast Otero
No. of pages: 40
Subject: OAS conducted archaeological monitoring of a utility trench and vault excavated by High-5 Utilities for the installation of new conduit. The project was undertaken after the existing conduit along Otero Street was damaged. Monitoring activities revealed no culturally intact materials and excavations exhausted the data potential for cultural resources above a depth of .64 m, within the project footprint. No additional work was deemed necessary within the project boundary.

NOTE NUMBER: 484
Author: Badner, Jessica A., and Eric Blinman
Title: An Archaeological Investigation Plan for the Central Courtyard of the New Mexico Museum of Art, LA 930, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2016
Type of project: Plan
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 930
Project number: 41.1057
Project name: MOA Courtyard
No. of pages: 62
Subject: At the request of the New Mexico Museum of Art (MoA), OAS sought a project-specific excavation permit pursuant to planned work in the central courtyard of the New Mexico Museum of Art, 107 West Palace Ave., in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The assumption was that intact deposits would be encountered and that excavations would be phased. The Museum of Art has been designated LA 930 and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NR 75001168).

NOTE NUMBER: 485
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: Monitoring Results for PNM/Fort Marcy 11-Murales Road Faulted Cable Replacement Project, in Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2018
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none*
Project number: 41.1034
Project name: PNM Murales
No. of pages: 88
Subject: The purpose of this project was to monitor an 182 m (597 ft) utility trench on Rosario Boulevard from a point west of the Hidalgo Bridge to the intersection with Old Taos Highway. Monitoring revealed cultural materials mixed with modern trash deposits with no intact undisturbed cultural deposits. These excavations were considered to have exhausted the data potential for cultural resources within the project footprint. *No known archaeological sites overlap with or are adjacent to the trenching project, and no archaeological sites have been reported within the 100 m buffer around the project area.

[PROJECT ON HOLD; (NO db entry)] (& cf 482)
NOTE NUMBER: 486
Author:
Title: "Milan"
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number:
Project name: Milan
No. of pages:
Subject:
NOTE NUMBER: 487
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: "Camino Lejo"
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.060
Project name: Camino Lejo/Comcast
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 488
Author: Wening, Karen, Jessica A. Badner, and Richard H. Montoya
Title: Monitoring of the Santa Fe Fiber CIP Project from the Don Gaspar Bridge South to the John F. Simms Building for the City of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2015
Date of report: in prep.
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 146402, 185822, 185824, 185825
Project number: 41.1029
Project name: Cyber Mesa
No. of pages: [pending]
Subject: Monitoring scope included 53 vaults, 15 utility trenches, and 63 potholes at four sites (LA 146402, LA 185822, LA 185824, LA 185825). Excavations resulted in the documentation of six historic features. Of these, Feature 2 (LA 185822) may represent the mortared stone block foundation of the northwest wall of the 1903–1904 stone arch bridge at the Don Gaspar crossing. This bridge stood until 1934, when it was replaced with the existing reinforced concrete bridge. Feature 4 (LA 185825) represents a north–south lateral, or veta, of the Manhattan Street Ditch that supplied water to an individual household or lot on Manhattan Avenue in the early to mid-twentieth century. Feature 6 (LA 185824) was a partially intact sheet midden on Manhattan Ave. containing Euroamerican artifacts and Native historic ceramics dating to the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

NOTE NUMBER: 489
Author: OAS Staff
Title: Six Topographic Profiles of Traces of the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro (LA 141824 and SR 1992) in Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2015
Type of project: Survey/Inventory SURVEY [RESTRICTED]
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 141824
Project number: 41.921
Project name: Camino Real/Tierra Adentro
No. of pages: 64
Subject: [RESTRICTED] OAS documented micro-topographic expressions of the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro for future comparison with Lidar-based studies of the old road. Documentation was carried out as part of the BLM contribution to the inventory and assessment of Camino Real-associated cultural resources in Santa Fe County. The presence of a limited number of sites or site components both in the project area and near a Camino Real segment affiliated with the Hispanic presence in the Colonial, post-Revolt, and Territorial periods in Santa Fe County were confirmed. These sites appear to be at considerable risk for destruction.

NOTE NUMBER: 490
Author: Wening, Karen, and Eric Blinman
Title: Monitoring at the Joseph M. Montoya Federal Building in the Federal Oval for the GSA Transformer Replacement Project, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2016
Date of report: 2017
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 114261
Project number: 41.1061
Project name: Federal Oval Transformer GSA
No. of pages: 92
Subject: Monitoring of the excavation of three trenches on the north side of the main post office in downtown Santa Fe. The project fell within the boundary of LA 114261, the site that encompasses the Federal Oval. No features associated with this site were encountered during monitoring, but a redeposited cultural stratum derived from the 19th-century use of the area as a city dump was recorded in all three trenches and in a small utility-locate hole. The character of this stratum at the far north end of the project area suggests that intact refuse deposits related to the city dump may exist north of the excavated trenches.

NOTE NUMBER: 491
Author: Montoya, Richard H., and Eric Blinman
Title: Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Sanbusco Campus of the New Mexico School for the Arts, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2017
Type of project: Test Excavation/Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 187629, 187630, 187631, 187632
Project number: 41.1067
Project name: NMSA Sanbusco
Archeological monitoring of 18 mechanically excavated trench segments and hand excavation of two test pits pursuant to the first phase of converting the Sanbusco Center into the New Mexico School for the Arts (NMSA). Four archaeological sites were defined: three—LA 187629, LA 187630, and LA 187631—were coal and clinker locations and mostly railroad related; LA 187632, a large historic refuse pit (1880–1920), is recommended as significant based on its potential to contribute to our understanding of domestic and commercial economies during the early railroad period in Santa Fe.

NOTE NUMBER: 492
Author: Blinman, Eric
Title: “320 Galisteo”
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2018
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none
Project number: 41.1076
Project name: 320 Galisteo
No. of pages: 144
Subject: Monitoring of installation of new water mains on Sena Street, Anita Place, and Rael Road, and installation of new residential water meters on Gomez Road, Sena Street, and Rael Road for the City of Santa Fe Water Division. No sites or features, nor evidence of agricultural use, were encountered during the project. One unexpected find was the discovery of a 4-inch steel water line along Gomez Road, which likely predates the 1944 water main retired during this project and may represent the earliest municipal water supply for the area. *No registered cultural properties are located within the 100 m vicinity or the 500 m buffer zone of the project area. One archaeological site (LA 132265) sits within the 100 m project vicinity buffer around the proposed project area, but the location of this site appears to have been entered in error.

NOTE NUMBER: 493
Author: Wening, Karen, and Eric Blinman
Title: Monitoring of the Replacement of Water Mains and Residential Water Meters on Gomez Road, Rael Road, and Anita Place, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2018
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none*
Project number: 41.1070
Project name: Gomez Road Monitoring
No. of pages: 144
Subject: Monitoring pursuant to upgrade and replacement of electrical service equipment in the vicinity of 107 Cienega Street and 210 E. Marcy Street, in downtown Santa Fe. There are no previously known archaeological sites within the project area, and no archaeological sites or features were encountered during mechanical excavations. However, a broad, thick swath of redeposited natural sediments mixed with late 19th to mid-20th century artifacts was encountered in excavations proximate to 107 Cienega Street. This layer appears to represent infill prior to home construction on Cienega Street. Reworked sediments were encountered in all other excavations as well, including the area adjacent to the existing transformers south of Radio Plaza, where an incinerator associated with the KTRC radio station was located and may have stood from 1946 to 1971. Note: a separate monitoring project near the transformer removal site revealed modern features and disturbed deposits with approximately 40 artifacts dating to the late Territorial or early Statehood periods.

NOTE NUMBER: 494
Author: Wening, Karen
Title: Monitoring of the Dual Feed Power Upgrade to St. Vincent Hospital in Santa Fe County, NM, for the Public Service Company of New Mexico
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2018
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none
Project number: 41.1076
Project name: PN M St. Vincent
No. of pages: 84
Subject: OAS completed monitoring mechanical excavation of a new utility corridor and four vaults for CHRISTUS St. Vincent Regional Medical Center on St. Michael’s Drive in Santa Fe, NM. Stratigraphic units observed during monitoring were either undisturbed natural deposits or natural deposits disturbed and redeposited during hospital construction episodes. No artifacts or features were noted, and no sites were defined during monitoring.

NOTE NUMBER: 495
Author: Wening, Karen, and Eric Blinman
Title: Archaeological Monitoring for PNM Transformer and Line Replacements in the Vicinity of 210 East Marcy Street and 107 Cienega Street, Santa Fe, NM
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2018
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): none
Project number: 41.1075
Project name: PNM Cienega St.
No. of pages: 102
Subject: Monitoring pursuant to upgrade and replacement of electrical service equipment in the vicinity of 107 Cienega Street and 210 E. Marcy Street, in downtown Santa Fe. There are no previously known archaeological sites within the project area, and no archaeological sites or features were encountered during mechanical excavations. However, a broad, thick swath of redeposited natural sediments mixed with late 19th to mid-20th century artifacts was encountered in excavations proximate to 107 Cienega Street. This layer appears to represent infill prior to home construction on Cienega Street. Reworked sediments were encountered in all other excavations as well, including the area adjacent to the existing transformers south of Radio Plaza, where an incinerator associated with the KTRC radio station was located and may have stood from 1946 to 1971. Note: a separate monitoring project near the transformer removal site revealed modern features and disturbed deposits with approximately 40 artifacts dating to the late Territorial or early Statehood periods.

NOTE NUMBER: 496
Author: Wiseman, Regge N.
**Title:** Early Coalition Period Occupation in the Eastern Galisteo Basin, Santa Fe County, New Mexico: The Pithouse Village at LA 3333 in the Wildhorse Community

**Date of project:** 1956, 1990–1991
**Date of report:** in prep.
**Type of project:** Excavation [RESTRICTED]
**County:** Santa Fe
**LA number(s):** LA 8, LA 3333
**Project number:** 41.457
**Project name:** LA 3333
**No. of pages:** [PENDING]

**Subject:** [RESTRICTED] In 1956, the Laboratory of Anthropology, Museum of New Mexico (MN–M) led by Dr. Bertha P. Dutton and assisted by Stewart L. Peckham—was retained by the NMDOT to excavate this site (LA 3333) along US 285 between Cines Corners and Santa Fe. That segment of the road then passed across the Wildhorse Community; an unknown but relatively shallow portion of the upper deposits of the site had previously been removed. In 1990, additional improvements to US 285 required further archaeological work at LA 3333; Dr. John A. Ware (MN–M) conducted the needed excavations within the full right-of-way, especially between the road prism and the right-of-way fences. Following this field phase, which included a brief follow-up in 1991 to recover human interments discovered during subsequent highway construction, specialized analyses of recovered materials were conducted. Of particular interest, the only structures found at LA 3333 were pithouses, not pueblo rooms; this fact, along with observations on faunal materials and human remains, suggests the site was settled by hunter-gatherers. However, settlement took place there in the early AD 1200s (Coalition period), an era that has proven optimal for farming as well as for attaining wild foods. Due to unexpected implications arising from LA 3333 faunal and human remains analysis, NMDOT agreed to MNM’s proposal to analyze complementary remains from nearby Pueblo Alamo (LA 8), an early Coalition-period village excavated as a separate project in the early 1970s (see Lab of Anthropology Notes 86). Built and occupied shortly after the abandonment of the pithouses at LA 3333, LA 8 data would offer an opportunity to compare what could be directly sequent occupations; Nancy Akins’ assessment of the faunal and human assemblages from these two sites is included in this final LA 3333 report.

**in prep.**

**NOTE NUMBER:** 498
**Author:** Moga, Susan M., and Karen Wening
**Title:** “Shonnard DCA [Final]”
**Date of project:** 2019
**Date of report:** in prep.
**Type of project:** Reconnaissance Addendum, Treatment Plan, Excavation
**County:** Santa Fe
**LA number(s):** LA 189884
**Project number:** 41.1073
**Project name:** Shonnard DCA [Final]
**No. of pages:** [PENDING]

**Subject:** [PENDING; see AN 497]

**in prep.**

**NOTE NUMBER:** 499
**Author:** Montoya, Richard H., and Eric Blinman
**Title:** Results of Monitoring for the Installation of Comcast Conduit for Service to 320 Garfield Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
**Date of project:** 2018
**Date of report:** in prep.
**Type of project:** Monitoring
**County:** Santa Fe
**LA number(s):** none
**Project number:** 41.1079
**Project name:** Comcast Garfield
**No. of pages:** [PENDING]

**Subject:** Archaeological monitoring of the installation of 119 m (390 ft) of new underground conduit as part of a service solution for 320 Garfield Street. Utility work included the placement of buried conduit under the intersections and sidewalks of Manhattan Street, Cerrillos Road, and Sandoval Street and in alleyway behind 320 Garfield Street.
NOTE NUMBER: 500
Author: Wening, Karen
Title: Monitoring Report for the Installation of Comcast Conduit for Service to 103 Catron Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Date of project: 2018
Date of report: in prep.
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 193512
Project number: 41.1081
Project name: Catron St. Cable Com
No. of pages: [PENDING]
Subject: Monitoring of three trenches and one vault at the intersection of Catron and Griffin Streets in downtown Santa Fe involved installation of approximately 125 feet (38 m) of new underground conduit and one vault as part of a service solution for 103 Catron Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 501
Author: Moga, Susan M.
Title: “Siler Rd/City Water”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.1094
Project name: Siler Rd/City Water
No. of pages:
Subject:

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 502
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: “DeVargas Mall”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project: Monitoring
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
Project number: 41.1096
Project name: DeVargas Mall/PNM
No. of pages:
Subject:

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 503
Author: Wening, Karen
Title: “CableCom Santa Fe”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
Project number:
Project name:
No. of pages:
Subject:

LA number(s):
Project number: 41.1074
Project name: CableCom Santa Fe
No. of pages:
Subject:

— STATUS TBD — (NO db entry)
NOTE NUMBER: 504
Author: Montoya, Richard H.
Title: “Johnson St.”
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s):
Project number: 41._____
Project name: Johnson St./Santa Fe Cty
No. of pages:
Subject:

in prep.
NOTE NUMBER: 505
Author: Moore, James L.
Title: Presidio to Girls School: Data Recovery Excavations at the Former Judge Steve Herrera Judicial Complex, Santa Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico
Date of project: 2017
Date of report: 2021 [tent.] [PENDING; submitted for Client Review @ March 2021]
Type of project: Excavation
County: Santa Fe
LA number(s): 144329
Project number: 41.1040
Project name: Santa Fe County Administrative Campus
No. of pages: 482 pp: i-xx, 1–462
Subject: Data recovery excavations in downtown Santa Fe documented trash deposits originating with occupation of the Santa Fe Presidio to the east, and buildings and deposits associated with the former Allison School, including the foundations for a girls’ dormitory, an associated adobe structure, and a well.

NOTE NUMBER: 506
Author:
Title:
Date of project:
Date of report:
Type of project:
County:
LA number(s):
Project number:
Project name:
No. of pages:
Subject:

NOTE NUMBER: 507